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Increased HIV-AIDS cases spur awareness
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus
Most University of Maine students noticed something a little
different as they headed back to
class after fall break Wednesday.
Scattered over the entire mall
were approximately 400 wooden
stakes — some decorated as gravestones, others with medical facts
or statistics, and others with the
phrase "Spread the Word, Not the
Virus." Similar messages were
written in chalk on pavement
around campus. Some students
even dressed up as condoms. All
of this because Jamie Rogers saw
a problem.
As the community education
coordinator at Cutler Health
Center, Rogers noticed that the
number of students at UMaine
diagnosed with HIV or AIDS has
significantly increased over the
past three years. She felt the community needed to be educated.
Having previously been a
member of the Peer Education
Program for four years, Rogers
was good friends with its graduate
assistant, Angela Fiandaca.
Fiandaca brought the issue to the
Peer Eds, and all agreed something needed to be done to raise
awareness of the importance of
being tested for HIV and AIDS
See AIDS on Page 3
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A LOT AT STAKE—Students, pass by and take in the stakes placed on the mall by Peer Ed to raise awareness
regarding AIDS and HIV.

Presidential Bracelet

Rather,former CBS
News anchor, to visit
UMaine on Nov. 1
By Riley Donovan
Assistant News Editor

WAVES OF
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RELIEF — Last week, President Kennedy and his wife Mary
Rumpha-Kennedy
bought the first two bracelets in support of hurricane relief efforts
from Lyn Dexter. The
popular bracelets are being sold by student volunteer and employment services to raise
money for Huricane Katrina relief.

The national evening news
anchor chair, a staple of
American news media, offers
the ultimate broadcasting job
for television journalists. For
over a decade, NBC's Tom
Brokaw, ABC's Peter Jennings
and CBS's Dan Rather competed for ratings during a halfhour time slot each night at
6:30, while bringing national
and world news to the
American people.
This year Brokaw retired
from NBC Nightly News and
Jennings passed away at age 64
after losing his battle with cancer.
Rather, on the other hand,
left his post at CBS amid controversy over a false document
concerning President Bush's
National Guard Record. The

three have since been replaced.
On Nov. 1, Rather, who was
not only the anchor but managing editor of the CBS Evening
News from 1981 to 2005, will
come to the
University of
Maine. He is
scheduled to
give
the
William
S.
Cohen Center
Lecture at the
Maine Center
for the Arts.
"Dan
Rather is one
Rather
of the giant
figures of modern American
journalism, and we are pleased
that he will visit UMaine next
month," said UMaine President
Robert Kennedy in a press
release last week. "Because of
See RATHER on Page 5
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16th harvest supper unites peace activists in Bangor
By Melanie Morin
For The Maine Campus

and water. Five long tables with
Allen began his acceptance
bright orange coverings were all speech showcasing his widely
filled and plenty of food remained. appreciated sense of humor.
The event began with a song
"Those of you who know me
Fifteen minutes after the Peace
and Justice Center's harvest supper entitled "The Wisdom Keener" know I am a man of few words,"
ended Saturday, the large hall it written for Doug Allen by Voices Allen said jokingly. "Someone
took place in, so recently alive with for Peace director Marty Kelley and pointed out to me recently that
approximately 150 people celebrat- sung by the choir to the tune of the there's something called a period
ing their cause and each other, was Barbara Streisand song "Soon It's which indicates you're supposed to
nearly spotless. The tables cleaned, Gonna Rain." The song was part of stop talking."
Allen said a sense of humor is
chairs stacked, the crock-pots and a large presentation to honor
plates were cleared. Quickly and Allen's life ofcommitment to peace extremely important for the peace
and justice movement because of
efficiently, PJC members and vol- and justice activism.
Michael Howard,fellow philos- all the pain and suffering it addressunteers worked together so that
everyone could be finished sooner. ophy professor at UMaine and PJC es and tries to combat.
Allen admitted he tried to undo
They worked for the good of the member, presented Allen with the
whole, reflecting the goals and pas- award, detailing all of Allen's the award to himself because he felt
sions that inspired them to unite in accomplishments and his personal there were so many others who
effect on him.
deserved to be recognized, but was
the first place.
Howard said it is remarkable told it was too late.
A person can only do so much
"I am deeply touched," Allen
alone, but when people join togeth- that Allen is so accomplished in
er,they can accomplish a great deal, both his professorial career and said.
Allen said activism fulfills his
said PJC programs coordinator Ilze activist efforts and commended him
for always struggling to incorporate human needs and that while most
Petersons.
people aim to be free from struggle,
"Anything that brings people the two.
Allen was formerly a professor a his struggle for peace and justice is
together is important," said PJC
member Jan Silbury. "Otherwise, the University of Southern Illinois one he is proud of.
"Thank you for allowing me to
you feel isolated and marginal- where he was fired for actively
opposing the Vietnam Center on live a life of challenge, of creativity
ized."
The theme of this year's 16th- campus because it supported the and of meaning," Allen said.
Elizabeth Schneider, a local
annual harvest supper was"Sowing war and intended to provide the
Peace, Harvesting Hope." PJC university with financial benefits. state senator who has known Allen
members and others in the commu- He then went on to UMaine where since the '80s, showed her support
nity were encouraged to bring a he created the Maine Peace Action by presenting him with an official
vegetarian dish for a potluck dinner. Committee. He has remained an letter from - the
The event also presented the Hands active participant of both MPAC Legislature rechis
of Peace Award, which was given and the PJC while continuing to ognizing
and
to Doug Allen, a philosophy profes- give countless speeches, write 12 efforts
sor at the University of Maine and books and publish over 60 articles, award.
Schneider also
one of the founding members of the Howard said.
Howard also said that he is one announced that
PJC. Additionally, Russ Libby, the
executive director of the Maine of scores of people Allen has she had two
basOrganic Farmers and Gardeners inspired to become more involved "magic
Association was the keynote speak- in the organizational aspect of kets" that she
activism and that his sense of would
pass
er.
All
Welcoming attendees to the humor, optimism and support of around.
Schneider
conevent held at the Unitarian and others has kept many people active- money
Universalist Church of Bangor was ly involved in the peace and justice tributed would be matched up to
$200 and donated to PJC in Allen's
the PJC choir Voices of Peace. movement.
Howard then presented Allen name.
People lined up around the room to
Ussi Atuk, a militant activist,
dig in to the large variety of dishes, with the award, a framed piece of
including beans, pastas, salads, artwork with hands of different said he did not know Allen very
soups, casseroles and pizza, which nationalities united and encircled well personally but has watched
him and seen his dedication. Atuk
most washed down with apple cider by a ring of leaves.

L_,AMPUS
CAMPUS
Monday, Oct. 17
Press conference
Send-off for a volunteer team
going to New Orleans for the
month in a motor home to help
storm survivors and bring some
back to Maine. Noon - 12:30
p.m. at MCA entrance. For more
information, contact Jim Varner
at 827-4493.
Games night
Bingo in the Union, 8 - 10
p.m. For more information, contact Carole LeClair on FirstClass
or at 581-1793.
Tuesday, Oct. 18
Faith in Focus
Gradutate Student discussion
group, Noon - 1 p.m. Durmmond
Chapel. For more information,
contact Casey Murphy on
FirstClass.
Poetry reading
Writing series in Jenness
Hall, 4:30 p.m. For more information, contact Diana Weddell
on FirstClass or at 581-3822.
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TALK SOUP—Guests fill their plates at the Peace and
Justice's supper at the Unitarian Universalists church
in Bangor on Saturday evening.
presented Allen with a display of
the Native American Ten
Commandments, and said the gift
was also for all the other activists,
including those in jail or deceased.
Keynote speaker Libby from
MOFGA then began his presentation entitled "Who's Your
Farmer?" supporting local and
sustainable agriculture.
"The age of inexpensive energy seems to be drawing to a
close," Libby said."We need to be
thinking of what the alternative is
and start creating, and building
it."
Libby said some are trying to
save energy by building larger
farms, such as a 200,000-acre
dairy farm in California with
90,000 cows that are all locked in
buildings and never go outside.
Rather than industrialize farming
more, products need to be organic
and produced locally.
Libby supports a movement
called Community Supported
Agriculture in which people4orm
a relationship with their local
farmer and get their produce from
him or her, sharing in the risks and
benefits. There are currently 70-75

farmers and 1 percent of Mainers
involved in the program.
Libby is also pushing for
tighter standards for the definition
of"organic" to prevent large companies from trying to bank on the
organic movement. He urges people to ignore these large companies, so they will go away.
"Wal-Mart didn't exist 40 years
ago, and it won't exist 40 years
from now," Libby said.
Voices for Peace concluded the
harvest supper with a song in a
foreign language with the English
translation, "May peace be upon
you and upon you be peace. May
you go in peace."
A three-person PJC committee
planned the two-hour harvest supper and around 15 volunteers
helped with everything, according
to Sandy Tardif, development and
volunteer coordinator of the PJC.
There were also a large number of
sponsors who provided material
and financial support for the event.
Attendees were charged $10
per person, $3 for children or $15
for a family, though some were
allowed to pay less if they could
not afford the charge.

COMMUNITY
CALENDAR
Movie Premier
"Born From Ice," an East
Coast Ski movie at 8 p.m, in
Donald P. Corbett room 100. For
more information, contact Kris
Kendall on FirstClass or at 413374-3426.
Wednesday, Oct. 19
Blood drive
Sponsored by EMMC to benefit Katrina Relief. Credit Union
parking lot, Noon - 5 p.m. For
more
information, contact
Melanie Israel on FirstClass or at
581-1457.
Student supper
Newman Center at 6 p.m. For
more information, contact Casey
Murphy on FirstClass.
Museum lecture
Hudson Museum lecture by
anthropologist William Haviland
author of "Talking About People:
Cultural
in
Readings
Anthropology. 7 p.m. in Bodwell
Lounge. For more information,
contact Gary Richmond at 5811901.

vivAtumwtorg

CANDACE
GINGRICH
of the Human R gh s Cafvaign

TONIGHT at Bum
100 Donald PI Corbett Building
Paid for by UMaine Won't Discriminate PO Box 151 Orono ME 04473'
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NAILING IT
HOME—
Danielle
Deprey and
another
Peer
Education
member
nail a red
ribbon to a
tree on the
mall as part
of their HIV
and AIDS
awareness
campaignlast
Wednesday.
The mall
was decorated with
400 ribbons.

From Page 1
and the reality that the disease
does not discriminate.
"It can happen to any of us,"
Fiandaca said. "If you are sexually active, you are not exempt."
Fiandaca stressed, however,
that the event is not just for those
who are sexually active. It is also
to encourage everyone, despite
sexual activity, family and friends
to get tested. In order to by to get
that point across, the gravestones
on the mall were labeled with different names of relationships you
could have with someone else
who was affected, including
"brother," "mother," "cousin,"
"you" and "me."
Cards were also available at
the Peer Eds' table in front of the
library. The cards could be used to
hand out to others to encourage
them to seek testing. The person
who purchased the card puts their
name on it, and whoever has the
most number of their cards used
by Dec. 1 will be awarded a large
prize, possibly an iPod, said
Fiandaca.
The event is part of a large
HIV-AIDS awareness campaign
the Peer Ed Program, which is
affiliated with the Counseling
Center, and will run up with Dec.
1, World Aids Day. Fiandaca said
they didn't want to wait until Dec.
1 to do something because so
much of a change could occur
before, as well as possible weather issues.
Informative pamphlets on
where to get tested and what the
process entails were available at

CAMPUS PHOTO BY EMMA POPE-WELCH

the Peer Eds'table. Condoms and
lubrication were also available at
the table.
Although the test usually runs
about $50 at Cutler, Rogers urges
students to understand that the test
is expensive for a reason and to
seek out alternative places, such as
Penquis CAP or the Bangor STD
Clinic, if they cannot afford it.
Rogers also encouraged people to not be intimidated by the
HIV test. It only requires a swab
of DNA inside the cheek, and
the results are available after 20
minutes. One-fourth to onethird of people with HIV-AIDS

Shinay. "We have heard five new
don't know, Rogers said.
One of three Peer Eds dressed cases of HIV have been found on
as condoms, Rachel Duplessis, a campus this semester alone. If the
fourth-year human development students at UMaine choose to
major, said the costumes were have sex, then they need to use
important because they provided protection. Otherwise, you are
taking your chances on a virus that
comic relief for a serious issue.
Brothers from Beta Theta Pi is easily preventable."
Other organizations assisting
helped the Peer Eds by joining
them at 6 a.m. Wednesday morn- Peer Eds with the campaign are
ing to set up the stakes and write Sigma Epsilon, the Eastern Maine
AIDS Network or EMAN, the
messages in chalk.
"Beta Theta Pi hopes that the Cutler Health Center and Gay
event makes people aware that Lesbian Bisexual Transgender
HIV-AIDS is still a problem in the (GLBT)services.
"People are getting sexually
United States today," said philanthropy chairman Christopher active younger and younger, and

they don't understand how not to
prevent it and how not to become
another statistic," fourth-year psychology major Alisha Allen said.
Allen supports increased
HIV-AIDS awareness, especially concerning pediatric AIDS,
but believes abstinence is the
best way to prevent further
infection.
Currently, half of all new
HIV cases occur in people under
25-years-old, Rogers said.
Peer Eds will host train-thetrainer workshops next week to
encourage student leaders to help
raise HIV-AIDS awarenss.

Vice Presidentfor Student Entertainment
Student Government is seeking a motivated person tofill the position of
Vice Presidentfor Student Entertainment beginning Spring 2006.

This paid position includes:
- Responsibilityfor Programming to the Best ofAbility
- Attending General Student Senate Meetings
- Holding Weekly Student Entertainment Committee Meetings
- Overseeing Branches ofStudent Entertainment
- Assisting and Approving Contracts with Sub-Groups
- Performing any other Duties as Directed by the
President ofStudent Government

Experience within the relatedfield preferred.

Ifinterested please pick up an application
in the Student Government Office

(located downstairs in the Wade Center, Memorial Union)
The Applications are Due Oct 26th
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WORDOFMOUTH
What was the most memorable part
about hockey's opening weekend?

Representative Report
I voted last week. That's right. I
went down to the Orono Town
Office and took care of my Nov. 8
ballot 26 days early. It felt great to
check that off of my list of things to
do, and it has allowed me to now
focus my efforts on encouraging others to vote on or before Nov. 8 and

By Emily Cain
"Finally beating Denver.
That rocked."

Scott Caton
History
Junior

"0 jeez, you're asking the
wrong person."

Vireak Gilpatrick
Electrical engineering
Senior

"I haven't personally
witnessed any of these
games but I'm sure it was
probably pretty good."
Abhinax Tyagi
Graduate Student

"I was very happy that
they won."

Marbin Delgado
Biology
Sophomore

MONDAY, OCTOBER 17, 2005

educating others on the important
questions they'll face at the polls.
It is in that spirit of getting out the
vote that I write this column today.
Before voting, you should know
what will be on the ballot and what
your "yes" or "no" vote means for
the state of Maine.Please refer to this
article any time between now and
Nov. 8 to help you know that you're
putting your vote to good use. Take it
with you to the polls if you like.
Question 1 is a "people's veto"
initiative. In Maine, if enough signatures are collected, any group of citizens can put any law passed by the
Legislature in the previous session
up for a final vote or veto from the
people of Maine. This past session,
the Legislature passed LD 1196: An
Act to Extend Civil Rights
Protections to All People Regardless
of Sexual Orientation. This bill adds
"real or perceived sexual orientation" to the Maine Civil Rights Act
and was passed 25-10 in the Maine
Senate and 91-58 in the Maine
House of Representatives. The law
was amended only to add assurance
that the law can never be applied to
marriage.The law protects all Maine
people from discrimination in
employment, housing, education,
public accommodations and credit
based on sexual orientation. A group
of Maine citizens, unhappy with the
law and fearing gay marriage, collected signatures to put it up for
repeal before Maine people. A "yes"
vote repeals the law and denies that
protection from discrimination to all
Maine people.A"no"vote denies the
repeal and upholds the original law
as it was passed by the legislature.
Questions 2-6 contain the bond
package passed by more than a twothirds vote in the Maine Legislature
this summer. In order to pass a bond
package, a two-thirds vote is needed
in both the House and Senate. The
total amount of money bonded in
questions 2-6 totals $83 million. This
is a relatively small bond package for
Maine, but it absolutely moves
Maine in the right direction. A "yes"
vote on any ofthese questions means
you support the bond and want it to
pass. A "no" vote on any of these
questions means you do not support
the bond, and you do not want it to
pass.
Question 2is our "Transportation
Bond." This $33.1 million bond provides funds for transportation
improvements statewide to all means
of transportation. This amount also
makes the state eligible for over
$158 million in matching funds.This
money provides not only repairs and
improvements, but also provides
jobs for current Maine workers.
Question 3 is our "Agricultural

Bond."This $8.9 million bond leverages $31 million in federal funds for
a variety of agricultural improvements from sustainable water
sources and irrigation system development to loans and grants for communities and farmers. It also supports public water system improvements and provides funds for repairs
and improvements to a UMaine veterinary technician facility in Orono.
Question 4 is the "Jobs Bond." It
invests $20 million throughout
Maine's economy to ultimately
leverage $41 million in federal and
private funds.The investments range
from medical and marine research
and development, investments in
small businesses and the renovation
of Camden Hall in Bangor for
UMaine's new Graduate School of
Biomedical Science. It also includes
funds for the arts, museums,libraries
and other cultural opportunities by
supporting the New Century
Community Program. Part of this
money will come directly to the
Laboratory for Surface Science
Technology here at UMaine, and
other funds will go toward career
development in Lewiston-Auburn
and Jonesboro. This is called the
"Jobs Bond" because it invests to
provide jobs both in the long- and
short-term for Maine people by stimulating Maine's economy for growth
and expansion in many areas.
Question 5 is the "Land for
Maine's Future Bond."This $12 million bond leverages at least $7 million in public and private funds and
will be administered through the
Land for Maine's Future Program.
The purpose of this program is not
only conservation of Maine's natural
resources and environment, but also
to make these places available for
public use and responsible recreation. It also supports preservation of
farmland and Maine's coast.
Question 6 is the "Higher
Education Bond."This question simply puts $9 million in state funds
toward capital improvements at
campuses of the UMaine and
Community College System.
Question 7 is the "Working
Constitutional
Waterfront
Amendment." This amendment
extends the policies currently available for farms, open space and
forestland to wateifiont land used for
commercial fishing. It is part of an
essential effort to preserve and support Maine's economic, historical
and cultural interests in the commercial fishing industry along the coast.
A "yes" vote means you support the
amendment and want it to pass. A
"no" vote means you do not support
it and do not want it to pass.
In coming weeks, you'll see
lots of promotional material telling
you which way to vote. It is so
important that you vote on or
before Nov.8 and just as important
that you are well-informed when
it's time to fill in "yes" or "no." If
you live in Maine and are a U.S.
citizen, you can vote here. Voting
will be held at the usual polling
places, including an on-campus
polling place in the Memorial
Union for students who live on
campus. You can register at your
local town office or here on campus at the Deans of Students
Office. Just bring your driver's
license. You can even register on
voting day at the polls. For inforvisit
voting,
on
mation
.
gov/sos
www.maine.

Question 1: People's Veto
"Do you want to reject the new
law that would protect people from
discrimination in employment,housing, education, public accommodations and credit based on their sexual orientation?"
Question 2: Bond Issue
"Do you favor a $33,100,000
bond issue for improvements to
highways and bridges. airports, public transit improvements, stateowned ferry vessels and ferry and
port facilities including port and harbor structures; and statewide bicycle
trail and pedestrian improvements
that makes the State eligible for over
$158,000,000 in matching funds?"
Question 3: Bond Issue
"Do you favor an $8,900,000
bond issue for purposes related to
agriculture and the environment in
anticipation of approximately
$31,000,000 in federal funds to be
used for sustainable water sources
and irrigation system development,
loans from a wastewater state
revolving fund, grants from a small
community gains program, support
of public water system improvements and repairs and improvements
to a veterinary technician facility at
the University of Maine?"
Question 4: Bond Issue
"Do you favor a $20,000,000
bond issue to stimulate economic
growth and job creation through
investments in the Maine economy
in anticipation of approximately
$44,000,000 in federal and private
funds for medical research and
development; marine research and
development; equity investments in
small Maine companies with potential for high growth; the New
Century Community Program for
capital improvements to cultural
resources; the renovation ofCamden
Hall on the University of Maine
Bangor campus for a graduate
school for biomedical science; the
development of the Laboratory for
Surface Science Technology; capital
costs and equipment for the career
center facility at the University of
Southern Maine's Lewiston-Auburn
College; and the development of the
Sunrise Business and Career Center
in the Town of Jonesboro?"
Question 5: Bond Issue
Do you favor a$12,000.000 bond
issue to purchase land and conservation easements statewide from willing sellers for conservation, water
access, wildlife and fish habitat, outdoor recreation, including hunting
and fishing, farmland preservation
and working waterfront preservation
to be matched by at least $7,000,000
in private and public contributions?"
Question 6: Bond Issue
"Do you favor a $9,000,000 bond
issue to make building renovations at
campuses ofthe University of Maine
System, improve and expand the
facilities of the Osher Lifelong
Learning Institute at the University
of Southern Maine and make building renovations at campuses of the
Maine
Community
College
System?"
Question 7: Constitutional
Amendment
"Do you favor amending the
Constitution of Maine to permit the
Legislature to authorize waterfront
land used for commercial fishing
activities to be assessed based on the
land's current use in a manner similar to treatment now available for
farms, open space and forestland?"
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Police chief to attend Wyoming violence institute
upon as homicide prevention.
Every one of the 130 law
enforcement agencies in Maine has
a mandatory policy against domestic
violence in place and training on
responding to domestic violence,
and UMaine is no exception.
Domestic violence incidents require
mandatory arrests whether or not the
violence occurred in front of an officer or if the alleged victim does not
want to press charges. Domestic violence can be as minor as a slap, grab
or a shove or as serious as to require
hospitalization. It is one of the few
areas where discretion is taken out of
the officers' hands.
To date, public safety has had
nine incoming reports of a domestic
violence cases within the last 30
months on the UMaine campus.
That number does not include
incoming reports of noise, assault or
suspicious activity complaints that
might have ended up domestic violence cases.
"We have one of the safest state
universities in America,but we don't
live in a bubble," said March.
Currently,there are 20 police officers, 11,400 students, 2,000 to 3,000
full- and part-time staff and faculty,
and numerous guests and visitors.
On any given day, there can be as
many as 20,000 people on campus at
one time, according to March.
"We have all the ingredients of a

miniature city, and all the problems
that come with that city as well.
There are cases of drunk driving,
burglary and theft, kiddy porn, suicide attempts and identity theft in
addition to domestic violence," said
March. "I don't want to sugar coat
that we have issues, but I want to
emphasize that everything I just
mentioned are in the minority of the
UMaine landscape. Yes, they exist,
but they are not overwhelming."
Public safety is currently working closely with groups across campus such as the Safe Campus Project
to promote working together as a
community to prevent crime. The
Safe Campus Project started in 2001
and is also partly funded by grants
provided by the Office of Violence
Against Women under the U.S.
Department of Justice. The Project is
set up to provide support by offering
resources and referrals on interpersonal violence. Interpersonal violence deals with areas of sexual violence, dating violence and stalking,
according to its Web site and coordinator of the Safe Campus Project,
Carey Nason.
"It's so easy sometimes to let our
guard down because UMaine overall is a safe place," said Nason."We
just need to be aware of ourselves
and aware of others, and when and if
we notice something that is going on
that is not OK, we should speak up

and offer support as part of the
nature of UMaine."
"I look at the University of
Maine, and I have a high appreciation for the safety and civility of this
place, and it's not only because of
the police force," said March. "It is
the collective efforts of the community ofstudents,faculty and staffthat
actually look out for one another and
share a common concern for the
well-being ofour campus.Ifeel very
strongly about these things."
March is considered a subject
matter expert on community safety
and has often been called upon to
speak on the subject all across the
world as well as to practice it here at
UMaine. In May 2006, March will
be one of six presenters from North
America to speak at the European
Conference on Campus Security in
St. Petersburg, Russia about university policing.
March has lived in Maine for 22
years, and this Jan. 4 will celebrate
his fourth year as chief of public
safety at UMaine.
veteran,
Thirty-five-year
Charles P. Chandler, deputy chief
and associate director for public
safety, will be in charge of public
safety while March is in Wyoming.
March plans to return this the following weekend after taking a few
extra vacation days with his wife to
enjoy the sights in Wyoming.

1962. During his more than 40 fling for something Rather
years in the business, Rather responded: "No sir. Are you?"
A Texas native, Rather
covered the Kennedy assassination, the Vietnam War and the served as CBS Bureau Chief in
From Page 1
Richard Nixon Watergate hear- London in the 1960s before
the nature of his role during ings. He made his name known heading to Saigon. He has
more than four decades in net- covering events in Vietnam received numerous awards for
work news, Dan Rather has during the war. He also is broadcast journalism, including
reported on as many historic famous for questioning Nixon a George Foster Peabody Award
and fundamentally significant during the unraveling of the for broadcasting.
when
Bill Cohen, a former
worldwide events as any jour- Watergate
scandal,
Rather served CBS news as its Maine republican senator
nalist ever has."
Rather has been in television White House Correspondent. who also served as Bill
Secretary
of
news for over four decades, Nixon fired a question at Clinton's
beginning his career at CBS in Rather, asking if he was run- Defense from 1997 to 2001,

will also be on hand at the
event. Cohen donated his
congressional
papers
to
UMaine's Fogler Library in
2001. The William S. Cohen
Center was established for
International Policy and
Commerce, and is a part of
the UMaine College of
Business. Past Cohen Series
speakers include Cohen himself, former Secretary of
State Madeline Albright,
astronaut John Glenn, and
Canadian
Prime
former

Minister Brian Mulroney.
On the Nov. 1, Rather will join
that list, when he takes the MCA
stage at 11 a.m. Tickets for the
event are still available and are
free through the MCA ticket
office.
"His insights on world
events are both timely and
informed," said Kennedy, "and
our students, faculty members,
staff members and people from
the community will benefit
from the opportunity to hear
his perspectives."

By Khela Kupiec
For The Maine Campus
Chief Noel March, director of
public safety at the University of
Maine,is one of30 law enforcement
executives from across the country
chosen to participate at the National
Law Enforcement Leadership
Institute on Violence Against
Women in Jackson Hole,Wyoming.
March left Saturday to attend the
four-day conference starting Sunday.
The conference is hosted by the
International Association of Chiefs
of Police and funded by a grant set
up by the Office of Violence Against
Women under the U.S. Department
of Justice.
According to a recent UMaine
press release, the conference aims to
"explore innovative approaches for
investigating crimes of domestic
violence,sexual assault, stalking and
human trafficking." Participants will
be involved in comparing policies
on responding to violence against
women and prevention education.
March had to apply for participation in the conference six months
ago then wait to be accepted.
"This will represent an outstanding opportunity to participate in discussions and learn about the current
thinking on issues that are of concern all over the U.S.," March said in
a press release. "I expect to return

better able to help people in our
community educate themselves
about the law and resources that are
available to them."
The conference coincides with
October's Domestic Violence
Awareness and
Crime
Prevention
month.
"In obserof
vance
Domestic
Violence
Awareness
Month,
encourage all
Americans to
March
speak out on
behalf of domestic violence victims
everywhere," said Diane Stuart,
director of the Office on Violence
Against Women, on the organization's Web site. "It is through open
and honest dialogue that victims will
feel compelled to come forward and
ask for the assistance they need to
live independent and violence-free
lives."
With upwards of 30 homicides per year, Maine is the third
safest state with respect to violence, according to March.
However, half of the homicides
in Maine involve domestic violence in some way, and domestic
violence prevention is looked
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KEEP ROLLIN' — Michael Keighley rolls his sleeping bag
tightly, so it will fit in his rucksack, which he will carry at the
Ranger Challenge Friday and Saturday.

UM cadets compete
at ranger challenge
By Lindsay Stevens
For The Maine Campus
The United States Army Rangers is a
special operations unit that requires
endurance, stamina, intelligence and
mental strength. This weekend, a team
of University of Maine ROTC cadets
were given the chance to demonstrate
these qualities as they competed in the
Eastern Region ROTC 1st Brigade's
Ranger Challenge, also known as the
varsity sport of Army ROTC.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY STEVEN KNAPP

HOLD 'EM HIGH — Left to right, cadets Keighley, Mark Mancini and Winfield Swanton hold
up their gear to make certain nothing is forgotten for the ranger challenge.

The challenge took place among 20
different colleges and universities at
Fort Devons, Mass. Maine, New York,
Vermont and Connecticut were just a
few of the states represented at the
annual challenge.
The Ranger challenge features
squad-size teams of the most qualified
candidates from each school. These
cadets must show strength of character,
good academic standing and be prepared to face numerous physical and
mental challenges.

The challenge has eight events:
basic rifle marksmanship, construction
of a one-rope bridge, patrolling,
assembly and disassembly of the
M16A2 rifle, the Army physical fitness
test, land navigation, a 10-kilometer
rucksack march and a hand grenade
assault course.
"The Ranger Challenge plays an
important role in furthering cadets'
development as leaders and future army
Region
Eastern
said
officers,"
Commander Col. Robert Frusha, who

has earned the Ranger and Special
Forces tab.
UMaine's ROTC Ranger Challenge
Team commander, Cadet Michael
Keighley of Ohio, was unavailable for
comment because he is at Fort Devons
with his team of 12.
The Ranger Challenge is highly focused
on teamwork, rather than individual
accomplishments. The scoring of the challenge is based on team times and averaged
individual presentations. The UMaine
cadets prepared for months for the event.

Q: When does

Green?

Black + White
A: Only when you advertise
in the Maine Campus.
Put our newspaper to work for you and reach
into the pockets of over 11,000 students plus
faculty and staff. Advertise restaurants, stores,
bars, travel opportunities, events, services or
anything that University of Maine students
spend their thousands of dollars on per year.

1.

for more information contact

Allison Frazier
Advertising Manager
ads@mainecampus.com
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Packing It In

POLICEBEAT
By Randy Perkins
For The Maine Campus

Police arrest man for driving
under influence of marijuana

CAMPUS PHOTOS BY STEVEN KNAPP

David Jones(above) of the ROTC
program finishes packing his rucksack for the ranger challenge held at Fort Devens, Mass. Rucksacks weigh
between 50 and 75 pounds and contain c-rations like
those shown below.
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Blood splattered on the steps of
Hancock Hall was just the beginning of a long ordeal for three men
early morning on Oct. 7. At 2:11
a.m., officers responded to a complaint of possible fighting outside
Hancock Hall. When officers
arrived on the scene, there was a
group of about 25 people milling
around on the steps. According to
police, many appeared to be intoxicated. Officers observed drops of
blood on the steps indicating that
there had been a fight. A resident
identified to the police the group
of people who were causing altercations. The officers gave several
disorderly conduct warnings and
told several nonstudents to leave
or else they would be arrested for
criminal trespassing. At least three
individuals who had been warned
to leave went back inside the
building. Darren Hatfield, 26, of
East Winthrop, was located and
arrested for criminal trespassing
after receiving several warnings.
Another officer in the building
observed that Matthew Wilson,23,
of Portland, and Scott Bragg, 25,
of Manchester, were on the second
floor of the building after they had
been warned about trespassing.
They were questioned about being
in the building, and they identified
a female resident whom they had
been staying with; however, she
did not want to take responsibility
for them.They were asked to leave
Three nonstudents arrested for again, but did not cooperate. While
the officer was walking with them,
criminal trespass at Hancock

Police arrested a man for driving
under the influence of marijuana
on the morning of Oct. 6. At 1:11
a.m. an officer patrolling the
Rangeley Road observed a speeding vehicle. The officer pulled the
vehicle over and upon approaching counted four occupants in the
vehicle. When the driver rolled
down the window, the officer
could smell the odor of marijuana
emanating from inside the vehicle.
The driver was identified as
Alexander Leonard, 19, of Orono.
Leonard was asked to step out of
the vehicle so that the officer could
search the vehicle. The officer
asked who had been smoking, and
the driver indicated that everyone
had been smoking. Upon being
asked if there was any more marijuana in the vehicle, Leonard said
he didn't know because the vehicle didn't belong to him. The
occupants of the vehicle were
searched and nothing was found.
Leonard seemed lethargic and had
extremely bloodshot eyes, according to police. He was asked to perform a field sobriety test and
asked,on a scale of one to 10,how
high he felt. Leonard said that he
felt about a five or six. He was
then arrested for operating under
the influence and taken to the
Bangor police station for a drug
exam, then to Penobscot County
Jail.

Bragg started to walk back into the
building and was told to stop.
Wilson took a step toward the officer, raised his arms and started
yelling. Wilson was then placed
under arrest. Bragg quickly came
back, yelling at the officer. Bragg
was placed under arrest for criminal trespassing. Bragg, Wilson and
Hatfield were transported to
Penobscot County Jail.
19-year-old caught for OUI
after speeding from Stewart lot
At 1:50 a.m. Oct. 7, officers on
patrol were brought to attention
of a speeding car leaving
Stewart parking lot. The vehicle
was stopped and the driver identified as Joseph Corey, 19, of
Winslow. The officer could
smell intoxicants coming from
inside the vehicle, but Corey
denied any consumption of alcohol. Corey was asked to blow
into the officer's face at which
point the officer determined that
the smell of intoxicants was
from Corey's breath. Corey
again denied consuming any
alcohol. A field sobriety test was
conducted and because Corey
was under 21, he was required to
take a breath test due to Maine's
zero tolerance policy. Corey was
transported to the campus police
station and blew a 0.13 on the
breath test. He was issued a
summons for operating under
the influence.

"1 can't stand
homophobes,
especially when
they flaunt it."

Free and Open to the

ans •

For rn.ore information:
'voice: 581,1696

Final
zretchen.gfelter@uniit.ma'ale.edu

Sponsored by
the Fogler Library Friends
and the University Dookstete
Pour hundred years ago Captain George Wayinouth sailed from England to the
coast of Maine in search of a suitable site for an English colony. lie and his
crew spent twenty-nine days in May and June of 1605 sounding and exploring a
very small area of the coast, which included an anchorage at the Georges
Islands and the discovery of a "great river*.
Did they venture up the St. George River? Or was it the Kennebec? The
Penobscot? Morey makes a convincing case for the Penobscot River and offers
some interesting thoughts on how different history might be had the English,
rather than the French, claimed the land this far to the north.

Homophobia is prejudice or discrimination against lesbians or gay men.
Homophobia,like other forms of prejudice, has no place on our campus.
What can you do to help? Speak out the next time someone insults or
puts down a gay colleague or friend. Say no to discrimination.
UMaine Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual, Transgender and Allies Council
http://www.umaine.edu/gIbt

It's time to
change it up
After two years, the UMaine
men's ice hockey team was
given the chance to redeem its
loss in the 2004 national championship game against the
University of Denver in their
opening home series this past
weekend. In three years, there
had never been a student
turned away from a home
hockey game until Friday
night.
Through the course of
events this weekend, it became
clear that there needed to be a
change in the system for handing out tickets to UMaine students. Every year, hockey
fanatics begin lining up at the
door earlier and earlier to
ensure that they have a good
seat for the game. What about
the student who has class until
5 p.m. on a Friday night, or the
one who has to work until 6
p.m. on Saturday? If the interest in UMaine hockey is growing within the student body, so
must the availability of student
tickets.
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And shame on us for figuring out
a way to go back to college while
managing real life on the side.
Maybe he could poll faculty to
see if they'd rather be teaching to
a bunch of people with their
underwear sticking out and their

cell phones on 24-7.
I do credit him for coining a
clever acronym, assuming he was
smart enough to think it up himself. That said, if we're the

I'm not quite sure who the
dorm trashing idiots are on this
campus, but whoever you are and
wherever you live, grow up.
Although at this time I believe
Hart Hall is the front-runner for
the "Most Dorm Damage" of the
year award, I'm sure others will
insist that their hall is giving Hart
a literal run for its money. As if
we aren't screwed enough by this
university on housing and meal
plan fees, fellow students have to
add to the never-ending flow of
money from student bank
accounts to university pockets.
My favorite incident so far
was seeing the jagged remains of
a poorly structured pyramid of
bottles in the basement. Here's
some advice: if you are feeling
like an intoxicated Egyptian,
forego the pyramid and dress up
as Pharaoh. Or better yet, find
some T.P. from the bathroom, if
you're lucky enough to find a roll
on the weekends, and wrap yourself up mummy style. The point
is: do something idiotic that
won't cost the dorm $72 in damage.
And another thing: $72 for
some broken bottles? If the custodial staff is reading this, by all
means, please take down my cell
number and call me day or night
to pick up a few bottles for that
kind of cash. A "damaged exit
light" for $42? What kind of
bulbs are we using? For something that expensive,I want to see
that baby light up this whole side
of campus. Owing $1,000 for
couches in the basement? Did we
• have couches in the basement?
Furthermore, for the students
who can't hold their booze, do us
a favor and puke in your own
room, on your bed, your roommate..,wherever. Residents of
Hart have already learned the
hard way that throwing up your

See LETTERS on page 9

See DAMAGE on page 9
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Playing with the Boys

Awareness Female athletes need to work on advancing their own leagues
lish equality in sports and improve
Yesterday I decided to be a prois only part of fessional
professional sports for women,I'm
golfer.
going to abandon ship and go play
Having never watched or played
the problem golf, I knew it would be wise to
with the men who will be more
The Peer Education program
is seeking to make students
more aware of the growing
HIV problem on campus. Its
presentation last week on the
university mall did a good job
of getting the message across
to students.
With the number of UMaine
students testing HIV-pos,itive
increasing from two to six per
year, the Peer Educators have
an obligation to make students
aware of the numbers. They
did the job with their impressive display of numerous
wooden stakes with red HIV
ribbons on them that signified
a person diagnosed with HIV.
While the problem at
UMaine is not nearly as devestating as the problem that
exists in other parts of the
world, there is something to be
said for the phrase, "act locally, think globally." It is important to make people aware and
encourage them to be tested
themselves.

hone my skills before I stepped onto
the green with real professionals. I
wasn't sure how to join a group of
no talent flops, or if such a group
even existed. Thankfully, while flipping through a sports magazine, my
prayers were answered. I should
join the Ladies Professional Golf
Association.
This would be a perfect place for
me. After all, female professional
athletes demonstrate that leagues
designed specifically for women are
easier than leagues designed for
men. It's a shame to see a female
athlete claiming that she wants to
join a men's league after dominating the Ladies Professional Golf
Association, Women's National
Basketball Association, Women's
Tennis Association or any other

Letters to the editor should be no
should include the author's name,

ANTS war
So, let me get this straight.
Aaron Smith wrote in the Oct. 3
issue that he hates adult non-traditional students (ANTS) because
our pants fit, and because we do
something in class besides sleep?

CAMPUS
The University of Maine newspaper since 1875

address, academic major or job title and
phone number or e-mail address. The
Maine Campus reserves the right to edit

PRODUCTION MANAGER
association designed for women. I
have a hard time dealing with the
idea that a league designed with
women in mind can be seen as not
good enough for a female professional athlete. I use the term "professional" loosely knowing that it
shouldn't refer to a person who
whines in order to show off or make
a few extra bucks.
What a great message professional female athletes are sending
young girls who are hoping to grow
up to be respected and admired in
this world. "Sony ladies, it's been
fun, but rather than try to help estab-
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Asst. News Editor Riley Donovan

submissions for length and clarity.

5748 Memorial Union

competition for me.
If that's the kind of attitude you
can expect to find in women's sporting associations, maybe I shouldn't
join one of their leagues. I'm sure
that a group called the Ladies
Professional Golf Association
would be as accepting of a man as
the PGA, Masters, U.S. Open and
now recently the British Open is of
accepting women who want to qualify for their tournaments.
It's not that I'm a misogynist or
against equality. In fact, having two
separate sanctions for athletes
should be seen as equality. Every
woman has the right to try out and
play the entire quarter, round or
match in a league designed for
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WOMEN
From Page 8
women. Furthermore, I have nothing against a woman or man participating in a sport that has been previously off-limits to them due to
ridiculous gender barriers.
For example, suppose a man
wants to try out for the field hockey
team here at the university. Since
there is no sanctioned men's or
women's team, he would have to
join the field hockey team, which
happens to have a lot of women on
it. If a man wanted to tryout for an
ice hockey team, he should be

forced to try out for the men's hockey team because there are two separate teams here.
If women truly want to prove to
the world that they are passionate
about equality - in professional
sports, they should let men enter
their sporting sanctions. Then they
will fully appreciate the nature of
the word "sport", a term that originally embodied fun and leisure.
Maybe I should give up my day-old
dream ofjoining the LPGA and try
to get into a quilting bee instead.
Then again,if they are anything like
spelling bees,I'm screwed.
Randy Cummings wears the
pants in his house.

DAMAGE
From Page 8
Stewie mystery meat on the bathroom floor and the carpet in the
hallway will cost a quick $144.
Some of you might be asking
what the solution to this problem
is. A majority of students pay for
damage caused by a select few. I
have heard RA's and RD's telling
their residents to watch for dorm
damage and report the culprit, to
spare the whole dorm the fee.
Maybe I missed something at the
hall meeting, but aren't the dorms
supposed to be a "community?"
What kind of a community are we
creating with a bunch of tattle-

LETTERS
From Page 8
ANTS, what is he? A Traditional
University Non-Adult? Or a
Standard University College Kid?
Figure it out, Aaron.
I suppose it's true that, for
some, college is indeed a picnic.
Head back to yours, Mr. Smith,
with my apologies for intruding.
And here's some nice traditional
advice to take along: Go choke on
a twinkie.
Elliot Rappaport
Taxpayers beware
In response to Aaron Smith's
amusing tantrum concerning nontraditional students, he failed to
mention the best part. Let him
wrap his little mind around this
fact the next time he's bored in
class: Since many non-trad students are smart enough to be getting our degrees on the taxpayer's
dime, he can bitch all he wants,
but he's still buying our textbooks. Rich, isn't it?
Karen Merritt
Outrage
As a professor who has
worked with non-traditional students for more than thirty years, I
find the article mocking them
unbelievably stupid and prejudiced.
Older students have as much
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Suggestions for the Teaching Staff
How to make the classroom experience less annoying

tales and whistleblowers? And
I'm positive that I'm not alone
when I say that my definition of a
fun Friday night is obviously stationed at my door's peephole,
phone in hand, waiting to catch
someone in the act. Hell, on
Saturday, I'll just set up camp in
the hallway and baby-sit the
whole second floor. What a
weekend.
My final plea is that even if
you disagree with this article or
simply enjoy littering, please
don't drop the newspaper around
here after you are finished
because I can only imagine that
"newspaper clean-up" will cost
$300.
Travis Griffin is a business
major with a minor in sarcasm.

right to occupy college classrooms as those aged 18 to 22.
Often they are better prepared and
more engaged in the course material than are younger students.
Often their class partipation
encourages younger students to
speak up. Mocking any group in a
campus newspaper is outrageous.

I imagine everyone reading
this has gone through the bother of actually attending class at
least once. Now, far be it from
me to impugn the skills of our
illustrious professorship, but it
seems to me that the adoption
of a very few simple changes
in classroom behavior would
make everyone a lot happier. It
might not improve grades,
increase attendance or dramatically reduce the failure rate,
but it will improve morale. To
that end, I propose the following list:
Buy a Clock - I think we
can all safely say that the addition of .a clock to any classroom is a worthwhile endeavor.
Contrary to popular belief,
clocks do not distract the students. Students are distracted
by the absence of a clock,
because they spend all class
,wondering what time it is and
trying to see the watch of the
person next to them without
looking like they're copying
said person's paper. Clocks
should be in full view of the
professor; this prevents brain
aneurisms among the students
who are forced to listen to endless anecdotes from certain
professors who shall remain
nameless.
No More Reading Out
Loud - Making the students
read anything out loud is
worthless. It's more worthless
than worthless. There is no
benefit at all in forcing the rest
of the class to listen to Suzy
Stutter and Danny Dyslexia
mangle every polysyllabic

Peg Cruikshank
Women's Studies Professor
ANTSophobia
I couldn't believe it. I went to
a rally at noon one day for
UMaine Won't Discriminate, and
then later in the afternoon I read
an article bashing non-traditional
students at UMaine in the campus
newspaper. I thought to myself,
"What's next, gay bashing?" How
could an informed, educated person who is understanding and
empathetic towards other humans
write such an article? It obviously
was written by someone who
needs to make fun of others to
make himself feel superior. It's
also clear that boy needs an education. Good thing he's going to
college!
Will Rogers said, "It don't
take all kinds. We just got all
kinds." This would include uneducated, uninformed, uncaring
people who lack empathy for others and get a kick out of being
downright mean. Oh my gosh, I
just described Aaron Smith's column!
Doretta Callahan

Your opinion matters.
write a letter
to the editor.
The Maine Campus
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word they come across, only to
be followed by the rhythm section displaying their inability
to comprehend iambic pentameter. I don't give two
halves of a rat's posterior if
poetry is meant to be heard, not
read; I possess the awesome
ability to sound words out in
my head. And to all of you out
there who like earning brownie
points by volunteering to read
aloud, I can only recommend
that you read the thing to yourself first. You aren't making
any friends by mispronouncing
the word 'conscious'.
Group Work Should Go
Away - Newsflash; we don't
discuss anything related to
class work when we break into
small groups. Two people talk
about the party last weekend
and the rest of us pretend to
participate, then someone
makes something up when the
professor calls on the group to
share. Let's not forget the two
people who never find a group
to work in because they are sitting in a corner desk. They
have to just sit there, pretending to read. Not exactly an ego
boost for them. Just think how
many kids have grown up psychologically damaged from
that sort of thing. Nobody

picked Charles Manson to be
in their study group, and look
how he turned out.
Stop Calling on That
Annoying Person - You've all
met this person. He raises his
hand mid-lecture so he can
chime in with an irrelevant
point about Chinese postindustrialist economic trends,
so everyone in the room can
realize how brilliant he is. He
has that smug, condescending
voice, and calls all his professors by their first name. He
never takes notes, because he
knows everything already, and
Lord forbid the professor
should ever say anything
which isn't true because this
little watchdog is all over her
like Doctor Phil cross examining a deadbeat dad. Even the
professors don't like these people. They get that look of
alarm, followed by disgust,
when they realize they are duty
bound to call on the pretentious little son of a car salesman, who will no doubt grow
up to be a writer for Forbes
Magazine where they can write
a column about Quentin
Tarantino movies for other
trendy, condescending folks to
read. I say to hell with professorial duties; let these storehouses of worthless information sit there with their arms in
the air until they drop from
exhaustion, then call on them
out of spite as they're being
carried out by the EMT.
Brian Sylvester is threatening to make more suggestions
unless his demands are met.

Monkeying Around with Darwinism
Intelligent Design is an evolved form of Creationism
Beginning last week, a
potentially historic battle over
the separation of church and
state hit federal court receiving
media attention throughout the
country and across the globe.
In the case, Kitzmiller et al
v. Dover Area School District, a
United States District Court is
deciding whether or not it was
legal for the school board of
Dover, a small Central
Pennsylvania town, to mandate
the teaching of intelligent
design. 11 parents are seeking
to block the school board from
requiring that high school biology teachers read a four-paragraph statement to students that
Charles
casts doubt on
Darwin's long-standing scientific theory of evolution.
Proponents of intelligent
design argue that life on earth
was the product of an unidentified intelligent force and that
Darwin's theory cannot fully
explain the origin of life or the
emergence of inextricably complex life forms. Intelligent
design advocates claim that its
teaching is a free speech issue,
invoking critical, thinking in
classrooms and making no
direct reference to God or the
Bible.
Despite the deliberate generalities of intelligent design in

MATFHEW
KINSMAN
COPY EDITOR
order to help dismiss contentiousness, the theory is
meandering obliquely around
its true assertion: that God is
the creator of humanity.
The prerequisite of any
teaching in a public school science curriculum should consist
of purely science. Intelligent
design does not meet any of the
grounds of science, lacking a
natural explanation and all
forms of testability. The theory
is based purely on faith rather
than empirical data used for
science.
The battle over teaching
evolution in public school is
almost a century old, the first
great clash occurring in the
famous Scopes "monkey trial"
of 1925, where the ACLU
defended a man convicted of
teaching evolution. Then in
1987, the Supreme Court ruled
that teaching creationism in
public schools is unconstitutional, as it invokes religious
beliefs which violate the separation between church and
state.
In a political atmosphere

which is currently surrounded
by a growing church movement, the religious-right has
once again pounced on the
opportunity to overturn legal
precedent which delegated religion to the private sector.
There is no question of the
founding fathers' original
intention of omitting the word
U.S.
the
"God" within
Constitution, ultimately fearing the impact that imposing
religion would have upon a
republican democracy.
In fact, a leading proponent
of intelligent design, the
Discovery Institute removed
one of its staff members from
the Dover School Board's witness list and opposed the
board's action from the start.
According to John G. West, a
senior fellow at the Institute,
the case "politicizes what
should be a scientific debate."
Nonetheless, this case has
huge implications for generations to come, directly effecting
their protection of religious
freedom granted within the
Constitution. If the principles
of our country are still held
firmly sacred, the Constitution
will certainly prevail.
Matthew Kinsman is a senior
journalism major with a minor
in political science.
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Put that in your CD
player. • Page 12

"Suffering" makes a
comeback. Page 12

MUSIC
Truth Be Told
8 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 18
Memorial Union
Zox, The Pete Kilpatrick
Supergroup, The Roost
8 p.m.
Wednesday, Oct. 19
Ushuaia
$10
SAE Homecoming Benefit
with The Awesome "Totally Live
80s" and DJ Oshea
9 p.m.
Friday, Oct. 21
Ushuaia
$8
Geminatrix
10 p.m.
Saturday, Oct. 22
Soma 36
21+ $3

Poetry Reading
Harryette Mullen
4:30 p.m.
Tuesday, Oct. 18
Soderberg Auditorium
Book Reception
"Gifts of the Desert"
Kyriacos Markides
11:30 a.m.
Friday, Oct. 21
University Bookstore

COURTESY OF SOUTHCOAST247.COM

VIOLIN-T MENS—Zox's unique sound is easily identifiable by its violin accompaniment

"People have been reacting really ofThe Wait are going,there's a lot of
interest from record labels. At this
well," said lead singer Eli Miller.
Zox is made up of four men who point, we've been able to do it all on
Black Bear Bingo
old on to your hats, ladies constantly defy the norm of rock our own," explained Miller, who
8 p.m.
and gentlemen, because a music. The music of Eli Miller, John added that the group really enjoys the
Monday, Oct. 17
high-powered
electric Zox, and Dan Edinberg is not easily business aspect of the music world.
Main Dining Room, Memorial
super-show is coming to a classified by any one genre.Adding a "We're in the fortunate position of
Union venue near you! On Wednesday,Oct. twist to the group is Spencer Swain, not needing a record label, although
19, Zox and Pete Kilpatrick will hit a classically trained violinist who it would be nice to find someone
provides soaring melodies and back- who could help us get our music out
the stage at Ushuaia.
to more people," said Miller.
vocals.
up
stranger
to
UMaine.
Zox
is
no
Brad Lowery
According
to
is
9:30 p.m. The group, based out ofProvidence, Zox
Friday, Oct. 21 RI, played to a packed house during unlike any
Main Dining Room Java Jive earlier this year and at band to
Bumstock last year. This time, make it onto the music scene.
Zox released their first album,
though, they're returning with an
agenda, backing up their new release "Take Me Home," in 2003 and has
"Born From Ice" "The Wait."
since taken New England by storm.
8 p.m.
"The Wait," which has sold thou- The group carries their own indeTuesday, Oct. 18
label, Armo, and despite Miller,
DPC 100 sands of copies on the Internet and at pendent
live gigs, has already made a dent in offers from larger, national labels, the group wasn't as
about
"War of the Worlds" the Billboard Internet Charts, reach- continues to produce records under worried
7:30 p.m. and 10 p.m. ing no. 7 on the best selling list. the Armo name."With the way sales making a follow up
album to"Take Me Home"as
Wednesday, Oct. 19
they were about producing a good
DPC 100
self-standing product "We were try"Amandla! A Revolution in
ing not to replicate. We tried to find
Four-Part Harmony"
different ideas that we hadn't used
7 p.m.
before," said Miller, who stressed
Thursday, Oct. 20
that they're always trying new
140 Little Hall
things. No two Zox songs are alike.
The new album is filled with
technical rhythms, sweet melody
lines and astounding vocals. All of
35 cent wings & $2 Bud Light
pints
the songs are written by Miller, and
Mondays
come from his personal experience.
Finger Rock at Ushuaia
"For me, I feel more comfortatle
writing more personal lyrics," the
Open Mic Night
singer explained. "When I write
9 p.m. —11 p.m.
from a distance it seems less genWednesdays
uine," he said. Miller gets his influSoma 36
ence from songwriters like Paul
Simon and Ryan Adams.
Karaoke
"The Wait" was recorded in a
4 p.m. - midnight
South Carolina house-converted-stuThursdays
Staar Club
dio. The band spent two weeks
straight recording, mastering and
If you would like an event
producing the album."We spent 12
posted on the go! calendar,
hours a day in the studio. It was realplease contact Pattie Barry on
ly our first time going through the
FirstClass.
process with a producer. We actually
had some people giving us suggesFILE PHOTO
tions to help get a better sound,"
JAM SLAM—The Pete Kilpatrick Supergroup returns to
Miller said.
Orono this Wednesdaqy at Ushuaia.

ENTERTAINMENT

By Wayne D.Clarke
For The Maine Campus

H

COMEDY

MOVIES

BARS

One ofthose suggestions came on
the song "Anything but Fine," a
dynamic song that crescendos as it
progresses. Perhaps the most musical
piefe on the album, "Anything but
Fine" features a beautiful violin
melody behind the soothing lyrical
sound of Miller's voice. "Originally,
it was the same all the way through.
This was really the first time we'd
tried to build a dynamic song, and it
worked out great," Miller said.
Miller said that overall the band is
very pleased with their new album.
"There are a million little
details we would change.
But, overall it's a good picture of where we are now as
a band.All in all, we're really pleased with it."
Traveling the country in
its conversion van with a
trailer, Zox plays shows six
nights a week, with barely time to
breathe in between."It does get tiring to tour and run the business at
the same time," reflected Miller,
"but it's the moments that are really good that keep us going. It's
such a rare and incredible opportunity to make a living playing
music." Miller listed the Orono
Java Jive gig as perhaps one of his
favorites. "You just never know
what you're going to get from a
crowd. The people up there,
they're great, and they really make
our job easy."
Opening for Zox is Pete
Kilpatrick, a Portland-based artist
who is also no stranger to Orono.
Kilpatrick and his Supergroup
recently released their album
"Yesterday Love," produced by
Spencer Albee, mastennined behin
jame band As Fast As. In five years
they have sold over 5,000 albums
and are the recipients of the Portland
Phoenix's 2005 "Best Jam Act"
Also included in the bill is
Roost, a jam band. Tickets to the
show are going fast and can be purchased for $10 at all Bull Moose
Music stores.
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What's on
the tube
gilLuide

By Matthew Conyers
Let'sjust get something out of the
way here: Television is not the
Antichrist. There are good things to
be found on the small screen.
In fact, the fare on the boob tube
has been as good, if not better, than
anything seen on the silver screen in
the past two years.Yes,I have uttered
the forbidden words.TV is where it's
at Forget Clooney, Willis and Pitt.
Give me Fox, Lee and Probst.
Television, my friends, is experiencing a beautiful renaissance. The television world has gotten creative
again, dare we say inspired. No
longer are we subjected to reruns of
Shasta McNasty and Boston
Commons.
No way.This can't be true or can
it? Wasn't television only supposed
to give us bad eyesight and visions of
Richard Dean Anderson playing
pocket pool? Mom,dad,I am sorry I
love TV. It is my vice. And like any
good addict, I need my daily dose,
whether it be from the Peacock or
some guy named Earl.
So withoutfurther delay,I present
my first television review of the season. To make sure you're not the
weakest link, I will provide you with
my grading report for the best five
days of the week. Earh day will give
a rundown on the best show of that
day so far and a couple to keep an
eye on. Let's dive on in to the resurgence.
Sunday — This one is easy,right?
What kind of fool wouldn't pick
Desperate Housewives? Well, sports
fans,I am just that kind offool. Now,
don't get me wrong, I appreciate
those juicy housewives just as much
as the next eager male. However,
there's another show quietly hiddening behind the limelight and it's got
its own excellent female lead. In the
8 p.m. time slot the Sunday winner
so far this young TV season is Cold
Case with the lovely Kathryn Morris.
While Housewives has stalled in its
first four episodes this year, Cold
Case continues to be one of the best
crime procedural drama's on TV
Check out the pairing of the two
leads Moths and Danny Pino as
Detectives Lily Rush and Scotty
Valens. It's one of the best duos in
the industry.
Monday — This one's a landslide. It's all about Fox.At8 p.m. you
have the best comedy on television in
Arrested Development, which has
continued to shine after back-to-back
Ermny wins. After Development
stick around for Prison Break at 9
p.m. , which is arguably the most
thrilling hour on TV after Lost.
Another important note here: Avoid
UPN today if you want to still be
proud of humanity.
Tuesday — One of the toughest
nights to call. Every station minus
ABC boasts a great show. Your
choices:The Amazing Rare on CBS,
My Name is Earl on NBC, and
House on Fox. Because this column
is set to review the best shows at the
heat of moment the title belongs to
Earl, the best new comedy. The
See TV on Page 12

CAMPUS PHOTO BY SARAH BIGNEY

TOE JAM—Local band JAcks Wild took the stage at Soma 36 last Wednesday and performed to a packed crowd. Jacks
Wild will be playing again at Soma this weekend during Oktoberfest.

'Violence'a true thriller The Project winners Truth
be Told return to Java Jive
By Damon Griffin
For The Maine Campus

Some movies — that is, every
thriller that ever has been and ever
will be made — beg that a certain
portion of their stories remain secret
between those
who have seen
MOVIE
it. Only a limited
REVIEW
amount of information can be
revealed to the uninitiated. There is a
thrill in this concept, unless the
thriller turns out to be terrible, audiences will almost certainly respect its
wish to be largely forbidden. This is
why I feel I am not allowed to
describe the fantastic and lengthy
opening shot of David Cronenberg's
new film "A History of Violence."
All I will say is that it and the several
shots that follow are simply a test,
like much of the movie. Cronenberg
shows us a false movie, purposefully
making us think this will be a different film than it really is.
What I will describe is the real
movie, which comes after the opening uedits. We are presented with
scenes of Tom Stahll and his family
of three. His young, adorable daughter is brought to school. His son
plays baseball and is nearly roughedup by the bully we all remember
from countless high school films and

know never existed in real high
school. His wife Edie played by
Maria Bello, a beautiful, loyal
By Joel Crabtree
woman far below middle age seduces
Copy Editor
him back at home,late at night Tom
himself goes to work at his local
One of the University of
diner in his bright, sunny American
town and says hi to every one he Maine's favorite local bands,
knows along the way. His walk is Truth Be Told, is set to play
scored to optimistic classical music. Java Jive this Tuesday.
Truth Be Told established its
By this point we have been thrust into
a place eons away from reality: reputation last year when the
American movie-land, full of all its band won the Java Jive: The
The
cliches, traditions and routines, it's Project competition.
band features
three-piece
very summation.
"A History of Violence" is based Anthony Shaw on vocals and
on a graphic novel by John Wagner guitar, Peter Gerard on guitar
and Vince Locke, but here and Robbie Snow on percusCronenberg and screenwriter John sions.
Although they all have a
Olson are using the source material to
come up with one of the strangest background in music, the band
satires on movies you might ever see. first met while participating in
The plot soon reveals itself to be the another pastime: baseball.
"I met Anthony Shaw playoldest and most common recycled
story line in the thriller and western ing baseball," Gerard said.
genres: A man who thinks he has "Then we began to jam a little
buried his past finds one day that it bit. Shaw writes the words, I
has come back to haunt him and rip the guitar."
They later invited Snow, a
forces him to fight for his family and
friend of Shaw's, to play perhis honor.
After Tom is forced to commit a cussion with them.
Truth Be Told is a side projmurder at his diner in order to protect
for all three. Shaw and
ect
he
employees,
himself and his
becomes a small-town American Snow have both graduated, and
Gerard is a second year parks,
See VIOLENCE on Page 12 recreation and tourism major.

As well as playing with the
band, Snow is a DJ at Ushuaia.
This Tuesday night at Java
Jive Truth Be Toldwill play six
original songs. The remaining
five will be covers. Their style
includes a variety of influences, rangeing from blues to
alternative rock, and the choice
for covers should reflect the
same. The band's goal for the
night is simple: "To turn some
heads and make some people
groove," said Gerard.
As for last semester's win at
Java Jive: The Project, Gerard
didn't enjoy the competitive
nature of the contest. "I hate
competitive music," Gerard
said. As for playing next
semester at the competition,
they're going to let some other
bands get a chance to impress
the judges.
The future for Truth Be Told
is uncertain as Gerard isn't one
much for planning ahead. One
of the future ambitions in the
back of his mind is to record an
album eventually.
Truth Be Told will play at
Java Jive this Tuesday in
Memorial Union at 8 p.m

Road-Trip realizations
will never be fired," according to
an Oklahoma billboard. I guess it
must have been in the New
Having recently completed a Testament — I kind of skimmed
six-day, 3,400-mile road trip from through that one.
—Do not drink the water in
Orono to Los Angeles, it's time to
reflect on the things I learned and* Troy, NY. It tastes like battery
experienced, as well as questions acid and Diet Slice mixed togethI was left wondering. Years from er.
—If your hotel's name connow,I'm sure critics and literature
lovers everywhere will compare tains a number (ie. Motel 6, Super
my memoirs below to Jack 8) or a reference to thriftiness (ie.
Kerouac's "On the Road," but I'll EconoLodge, Budget Inn) then it
is guaranteed to be a dump and
let you be the judge of that.
—It's a lot trickier to urinate in there is a 50-percent chance you
a Burger King cup while driving will catch Hepatitis from the
than you may think — especially sheets. Pray for A.
—You should only worry
when the driver of the 18-wheeler
about the rumble strips on the side
you're passing is watching you.
—Apparently Jesus told his of the highway when you feel
disciples,"As my Apprentice, you your second set of tires hit them
By Matt Kearney
For The Maine Campus

— at that point, it's time to look
up from your road map.
--I could have sworn on my
life that the last remaining Little
Caesar's was located in the KMart in Bangor until I heard a
radio advertisement for one in
Oklahoma. Never have I been so
excited to hear the phrase "Pizza
pizza."
—Stopping at rest stops and
getting hotel coupon books is the
way to find the best deals on
hotel rooms. For instance, I
found the New Colonial Inn, in
Mercer, PA, for $30 a night.
While there was nothing new or
colonial about this hotel, the
price could not be beat. Granted,
I had to sleep on straw and milk
the cows in the morning, but the

price was just so damn good.
—I think we all know the real
reason I stopped at rest stops.
Wink wink.
—The Mississippi River
makes the murky Penobscot River
look like it's been run through a
Brita filter.
—No matter how nicely you
ask, they will not weigh your car
at a truck weight station just "for
the hell of it
—The prostitutes in St. Louis
are not worth the money.
—They do not accept major
credit cards at toll booths, apparently.
—When explorers came upon
the Grand Canyon do you think
they marveled in its grandeur, or
See TRAVEL on Page 12
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'Suffering' a twisted thriller
By Josh Thomdike
For The Maine Campus
"The Suffering:lies That Bind"is
a revolutionary action-honor game
that emphasizes the disturbing terror
of its predecessor, with all-new twisted creatures and a few familiar fares.
Set in the slums, prisons and surroundings of Baltimore, the player
once again controls Torque as he
seeks closure to the mystery surrounding the murders of his wife and
children. Blackmore,a man somehow
tied to the death of Torque's family,
makes his first appearance in the
sequel. Throughout the game you are
faced with the task of unraveling the
pri771e ofBlackmore part in yourfamily's murders. Players will explore the
tough and unforgiving inner-city
streets, with poverty and urban violence trapping peoplejust as effectively as a physical prison.
The unique morality system introduced in the original Suffering
returns, as players delve into the perverse world of Torque's sanity to discover his past and struggle to control
his future.
The morality system underwent a
nice makeover from the first title. In
'Ties That Bind,"every single person
you meet and action that you take will
effect not only the endings that are
available, but the cut scenes and how
each character interacts with you.
Aside from the storyline, your morality also effects Torque's insanity
mode. In The Suffering games, after

COURTESY OF THESUFFERING.MIDWAY.COM

you've just about had enough of the
hacking and slashing and never-ending waves of creatures, Torque can
"lose it" and transform into a raging
beast mowing down everything in his
path. This time around, if you are a
helpful, empathetic soul, your inner
beast will look more human. If you
are plowing your way through every
innocent person in the game, you will
look more demonic and twisted. The
gameplay and controls are just as
smooth and intuitive as the first one
and where the storyline is based off
the same events and characters, it
feels anything but drawn out. The
graphics didn't get too much of a
boost from the first title, but it maintains the dingy and edgy appearance

that will make your skin crawl.
Overall, this game will not disappoint. You will be on the edge of your
seat the entire time between the great
art direction and the well-timed and
spine-chilling sound effects. The storyline has enough twists, turns and
surprises to keep the most curious person guessing. With nine completely
different endings, and the extremely
variable storyline,this game is packed
with replay value that will surely
make it worth your money. grab your
favorite snacks, turn the volume up,
turn all your lights off, pop The
Suffering: The lies that Bind into
your console of choice and get ready
for easily the scariest gaming experience of the fall season.

Museum invited renowned anthropologist
Astra Brinkmann
For The Maine Campus
William Haviland will give an
illustrated lecture on the Native
Americans of the Penobscot Bay
Region, presented by the Hudson
Museum, Wednesday, Oct. 19 at 7
p.m. in the Bodwell Area in the
Maine Center for the Arts. An
accomplished anthropologist and
professor emeritus of the University
of Vermont, Haviland will focus on
the prehistory and post contact period of the Penobscot Bay area peoples. Haviland has studied and written extensively on other early civilizations, such as the Mayans of
Haviland may be best known as
the author of various anthropology
textbooks: His current Talking
About People: Readings in cultural
anthropology is a leading textbook

VIOLENCE
From Page 11
hero. There is, of course, not one bit
of intervention from the law.
However, Tom becomes reluctant
and frightened by his actions and the
consequences it brings, which start
with an aging, injured gangster
named Carl Fogarty played by Ed
Harris appearing at his diner and
claiming to know him as Joey.
From there on, the plot progresses and as it does, most of the performances accelerate with it.
Mortensen's performance, however,
becomes more measured, and if
there is a specific element of the film
that movie fans will be able to appreciate, then it is Mortensen's face.
Gone is the handsome nobility and
grandiosity of Aragorn; Cronenberg
is probably the first director to reali7e
how truly creepy Viggo Mortensen's
face can look.

in anthropology. A graduate of the an attitude towards your own culture
University of Pennsylvania now onto another."
Haviland went on to study and
residing in Deer Isle, Haviland's
interest in ancient societies devel- publish numerous articles on differoped when he was young, where his ent native peoples, such as the
family knew a Penobscot Indian Vermont Indians and the peoples of
the Penobscot Bay area. He also
family.
Some of his earliest accomplish- served as technical advisor for the
ments were field work findings in the Emmy Award-winning telecourse
early 60s as a result of unearthing "Faces of Culture" and worked on
Mayan mysteries in Guatemala. For the Advisory Board for the archaeolexample, the scholarly consensus of ogy telecourse "Out of The Past"
His versatility and expertise fit
the graffitti scrawled on the Mayan
temples' walls was that they were right in with the Hudson Museum's
useless, irrelevant dabblings of an philosophy. At the moment, the
amateur artist. However, after a visit Hudson Museum features diverse
to a colleague in southern Africa who exhibits, such as Crossing the
was studying rock art, Haviland dis- BLVD, an exhibition on the immicovered that the scribbles were hard- grants of America as they adjust to
ly novice-like. In fact, they were find an identity in a new society.Also
sacred documents of Mayan at the museum are exhibits on
shamans' visions when they entered Mayan and Olmec jewelry,
trances. Haviland claimed that the Waponahki student art and new
dismissal of the drawings' impor- Mainers' accounts of their tales of
tance is "a classic case of projecting immigration.
As the film progresses,his expressions are cloaked in darkness and the
light areas of his face look more pale
and skeletal than they did at the film's
start. Mortensen keeps up with
Cronenbergs camera shot for shot,
always knowing when to come
across as an action hero, when to
come across as a parody of your
average American dad and when to
come across as a truly disturbing
individual.
"A History of Violence" is not a
perfect film;there is a subplot involving Tom's son that should have been
given more screen time. There are
some outrageously violent images
that Cronenberg seems to have put in
as a way of showing off his stylish
trademark.The film may be a bit esoteric, as it is aimed more at openminded American audiences than it is
at foreign audiences. It is not a satire
on movies in the way a film such as
"Kill Bill" was; rather, this film is a
gruesome, lecturing beast that has a
keen sense of tongue-in-cheek

humor, but also wants us to take it
more seriously than we usually take
its type of film.
Many critics have claimed that it
is a social commentary and a meditation on the male psyche, but those
critics are taking the film far too literally as a sociology project In the
literal sense, "A History of
Violence" is a straightforward and
hugely entertaining thriller. In the
moral sense, the message it sends is
one that is actually half cynical and
half positive. It says all men in
America have an instinct of violence
and destruction in them, no matter
what social status or ethnic background they are from. Every man
knows this, but none ofthem want to
admit to it However, there is an art
form that does admit to this lurid
instinct, that always has got at this
aspect of men in our culture: the
genre movie. If you can believe that,
then you can believe that there is
hope for our movies and maybe
even our culture.

Catching Tunes with Cullum
your Life" Jamie puts forth an aweJamie Cullum
some example of how dating and
"Catching Tales"
relationships today are less about
Universal
In an industry of remakes and love and so much more about
remixes, it seems that there really advertising. As in his track "Nothin'
hasn't been anyone doing anything I Do," one never really sees
new in composition and harmony Cullums fervent lyrics approaching
for a while now. Even when some- till you're blindsided with them and
one like Norah Jones comes along left asking "What'd he just say?"
to cook up something new, it swift- knowing full well that you heard it
ly becomes assimilated into the right. Up until now we've yet to
realm of popular, just because it's hear anyone sing about a relationdifferent. After a time, in turn, the ships drunken break-up with such
ascent to popularity makes it com- big band class and genuine novelity.
monplace as more artists try to copy Unlike his earlier releases Cullum
her style. On occasion a guy like lets it all hang out in this his Junior
Jamie Cullum hits the deadening album showcasing the gritty side of
music scene over the head with a life and love but never doing it withtack hammer, not exactly by rein- out that one and only British charm
venting another genre,but by break- that all us New-Wonders love to fall
ing out of the stale ones and refusing for.
As far as the modern remake
to stay in anyone's box.
Wielding his piano like a six- goes the greater number of them
shooter,Cullum keyed his way onto turn out so light and fluffy they
the scene back in 2003 with his seem to be made in an easy bake
debut album,"Pointless Nostalgia." oven. Lucky for our ears Jamie
Even though many tried,it was,and Cullum doesn't remake a song he
thankfully still is, difficult to box re-imagines it Only offering up one
Cullum into just one genre. Cullum this time around, Jamie reaches
integrates sounds that, like feuding back a few more years than anyone
gangs, haven't even been in the reading this publication can physisame room before. In the process cally remember, reawakening The
the guy creates something new from Flamingos "I Only Have Eyes For
the tired old audio ashes. His latest You". Cullum lures the sounds of
album "Catching Tales" is one hun- this golden oldie with his sweltering
dred percent original. Cullum coa- class to the point that his effect
lesces newer styles — the likes of leaves only a suggestion at the influJustin Timberlake or Robbie ence of the original all the while
Williams for example with a heap- never betraying it Another example
ing of old school attitude and the of this man's talent at revitalization
sensation can only be what it must can be found on his previous album
have been like to hear Sinatra sing Twentysomething where he takes
for the first time. Of course even the old school ballad I Could Have
mentioning the name of Sinatra Danced All Night" originally from
here is done with much care and the musical My Fair Lady,and turns
greater hesitation because of the it into a groove that makes the origindustries influx lately of Sinatra inal look much like the poor cousin.
In an era of failing fresh intertributes from the likes of Peter
pretations
of everyday situations
Cincotti, Michael Buble, John
Stevens, and yes, even Harry Cullums' resonance pushes the
Connick Jr.—just 'cause he's been envelope. Here's hoping Jamie
around longer doesn't make him Cullum has a good run before
Delilah gets a hold of him and our
original.
Occasionally misrepresented as gratefulness to his originality quickjust another easy going Brit, this ly turns to just more distain for late
guy carries attitude around like a night love songs.
firearm and wields it when you least
—KalDaiphinee
expect it In "7 Days To Change

TV
From Page 11
show, which centers around Jason
Lee's redneck character, has some of
the best writing and lines in the
genre. However, don't forgot about
Race, the defending champion, who
is poised to have another great year
once the lesser teams get weeded
out.
Wednesday - Ladies and
Gentleman, say hello to the best
night of TV for now, and it's all
because of one show: Lost Last season's breakout has returned better
than ever. Yes, the hatch is open and
with it more than a million questions
about the show and its characters.
Oh, don't forget about the others,
who are undoubtedly.the best villains
on TV, if not the creepiest To contrast, you have your best hero, Jack
Sawyer played by Matthew Fox.
Jack, as well has only gotten better
since last season. The hottest girl on

TRAVEL
said "F*ck, how are we going to
cross this?"
—Driving for 10 hours a

TV? You have here — Evangeline
Lilly as Kate. Last and maybe the
best are its backstories and the question marks they bring, the biggest of
which just emerged last week. What
reallyhappened to the rest of the castaways? What happens when you
touch that button? Also, make sure to
check out Invasion afterwards.
Thursday - Is it bad to choose a
reality show? No way. At least when
its got Jeff Probst and always fun
contestants, which Survivor:
Guatemala does. Survivor producers
are never afraid to mix it up and they
have proved it by bringing back two
old contestants this year, an interesting factor in the game. Another plus
to the classic, which continues to age
like a fine wine, is the much
improved immunity challenges. So
far this year, the challenges have
been on par with Survivor: Puala,
which stands as probably the fourth
best survivor of all time. As for this
one it's a little too early to tell. But as
long as Steph,Judd and Gary remain,
things are golden in Probst land.
day is extremely taxing on the
body. It's like having marathon
three-hour sex or a two-hour
masturbation session. I'm
guessing on the former, but I'm
too well acquainted with the
latter.
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Horoscopes
By Linda C. Black
Today's Birthday (10-16-05)
The competition is tough this
year, but you're well qualified.
You've got more talent than
you need. Use it and you'll win.
To get the advantage, check
the day's rating: Ten is the
easiest day, zero is the most
challenging.

AMA

wile-119°1AS

Aries(March 21-April 19)
Today is an eight. You're bold
and confident and yet you
shouldn't let down your guard.
The competition has a trick or
two that could catch you by
surprise.

So HOW soth5 Yook
VAcATtoN 114

Taurus (April 20-May 20)
Today is a three. Continue to
check to make sure that your priorities haven't changed. Move
quickly, but not anxiously, for best
results.
Gemini(May 21-June 21)
Today is an eight. Don't celebrate
victory yet. There's still a chance
you'll stumble. Let people know
you appreciate the help they
have provided.

rea
hEN NUSIC POI IIICLUDED
Weird. Speaking of which, how are
things with that girl

ou know what you should
TOTALLY 00?,1

,/-1":just don'
know how to ask
out.

Cancer (June 22-July 22)
Today is a five. Tempers are
short and expectations high. It's
a volatile combination. Take care.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22) Today
is a nine. Travel conditions are
good, except for one cautionary
note. Be very careful not to
leave something important
behind.

STORY AND ART BY NATHANIEL WILEY

http://perk-echideo.deviantart.com/

20. 02 . 2005

02005 nathaniel wiley, all rights reserved

A College Girl Named Joe

by Aaron Warner

NIS DANK
C11-1-9 Atit7 sAr
SOKOK
WAS U51N6 IT.

Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
Today is a three. The pace is
quick and fuses short where
money is concerned. Pay
attention or you'll go through a
lot of it, fast.

WELL,TNEY'M MOT
USII46 IT AS MUCI4
AS YOU, SO YOUR
PAP VIDIVT WNT
IT ATTURNFP.

TWI\I
VVI4KRI
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Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
Today is an eight. A partner
comes to your rescue, but before
you accept help, find out how
much it's going to cost. It could
be too much.
Scorpio (Oct. 23-Nov. 21)
Today is a three. The work is
intense. Quick action is
required. Be careful not to
spend more on supplies than
you'll be able to sell the thing
you're making for.

The Family Monster by Josh Shalek
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Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a nine. Social obligations
can be put on hold again. Spend
the time listening to someone
who doesn't want to talk.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a five. It will be hard to
fit everything into your busy
schedule. Postpone a business
deal until the day after tomorrow.
Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is an eight. When you
really get involved in a subject,
you study it in depth. In doing so
now, you may blow the old theory
to smithereens.

The Family Monster turns 3! Happy anniversary: www.joshshalek.com kid_shay@joshshalek.com

Scky t-T'S
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Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
Today is a five. The difficulty
now is in avoiding temptation.
Stay clear away from it. In other
words, don't even go shopping.
(c) 2005, TRIBUNE
MEDIA SERVICES INC.
Distributed by Knight
Ridder-Tribune Information
Services.
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SEX MATTERS by Dr. Sandy Caron

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Economist Smith
5 Atty's org.
8 Preserve a
corpse
14 Actress Gilpin
15 Amusement
16 Oklahoman
17 Got a perfect
grade
18 Travel by plane
19 Tines
20 Exhibition
guide
22 Dilapidated
automobile
23 Blight on the
landscape
24 Form anew
27 Formal speech
29 Cambodia's
Nol
30 Extremely pale
34 Harvest deity
35 Pub measure
36 Detroit player
37 Brief
appearance
39 As soon as
40 Camera part
41 Regret bitterly
42 Woods on the
links
43 Lennon's Yoko
44 Tiebreakers
47 Most kind and
affectionate
49 With anger
54 Indian princes
55 Wyoming city
56 Worshiped
58 High mountain
59 Type size
60 Sadistic attitude.
61 Vigor
62 BPOE word
63 Small bays
64 Afore
65 Relax
DOWN
1 Quickly
2 Become rotten
3 Mountain crest
4 Phrygian king of
lore
5 Pay the price
6 Curved
outward

1

2

3

Make a pass in the hall
4

5

6

8

7

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

21

9

10

11

12

13

25

26

52

53

22

23

24
29
27N28

30

31

32

33

34
37

35

38

39

36UU
40

41

43

45

44

47

49

48
54

56

42

57

llUU

46
50

55
58

59

60

61

62

63

64

65

port in a
storm
8 Cafe order
9 Quagmire
10 Fair structure
11 Strengthening
with heat
12 Journey
segment
13 " Miniver"
21 Bank
transaction
22 Thin pancake
25
de Leon
26 Go in
28 Juliet's beau
30 Sanction
31 City in Tuscany
32 Dean's list
relative
33 Printers'
measures
35 Hawaiian dish
37 Christian military
expeditions
38 Mother's sisters
42 Former Russian
emperor

IU

10/11/05

C)2005 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rights reserved.
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Question from a student at 7:00am with your bucket
attending Nebraska:
of shampoo and toothpaste in
I think I'm in love with a hand.
guy I met 2 weeks ago. He
lives on the same floor in
Question from a student
my dorm. What should I attending University of
do? I know he likes me, Kentucky:
too. Should I ask him out?
Is it normal for a man,
Female, First-Year
on occasion, not to be able
to get an erection while
Dr. Caron's Response: I'm being stimulated? Female,
wondering what you mean Sophomore
when you say, "in love." If
you mean you find him interDr. Caron's Response:
esting, that's nice. However, Yes. Physical and emotional
I would proceed with cau- factors may interfere. For
tion. How about starting by example, alcohol and other
developing a strong friend- drugs can interfere with a
ship with him. Since he lives man's ability to get an erecon your floor, you have tion. Also, a man who is overample opportunity to see and tired or overstressed is not at
talk with him. My only his best in anything. Be
worry is that you might rush understanding and patient.
into something you will
regret later. I'd try to take it
Dr. Sandra L. Caron is a
slow at first and get to know professor of human sexuality
him better before asking him at the University of Maine.
out on a date. Remember, To submit a question to Dr.
no matter how your relation- Caron or chat with your
ship develops, you'll still peers
visit
have to pass him in the hall www.CollegeSexTalk.com

Solutions
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31VHO
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VEIV
INVEIV

44 Discard as
useless
45 Padding
46 Thick shake
48 Madame
Curie
50 Slim candle

51 French novelist
Zola
52 Ice-cream tastes
53 Beer stimulant
56 Pierre's friend
57 Actor Duryea
58 Mimic
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"Hey! That's not your toupee!
That's ... another female's hairball!"
Two Dudes

by Aaron Warner

Ti4M'S o MKT,
No gAjr, AND MS NOT
1-MING STAINS ON
TI-1 TARE

-EH e

Iry

BY BILLY O'KEEFE WWWARBILLY.COM

PAUL
SO MY SCI-FI NERD
ROOMMATE AND THE
ALIEN AREN'T GETTING
ALONG AT AU...
WHOUDATHUNOT?

eCKe/41./.°N

IT'S AS IF I LIVED
WITH COOKIE
MONSTER AND
THE GINGERBREAD
MAN CAME TO STAY
WITH US AND THEY
SOMEHOW DIDN'T
GET ALONG.

WELL WHY WOULD
COOKIE MONSTER
GINGERBREAD MAN
YOU LOOKED THE

THE11 WOULDN'T
JUST KIU. THE
THE SECOND
OTHER WAY?

RIGHT, OKAY. HEY DUMMY, Wig
WOULD THEY LET A MURDERER
BE ON A KIDS TV SHOW?!

MY NOTION IS STUPID, BUT LIVING
WITH AN UPRIGHT TAKING COOKIE
AND A BUGGED-OUT SLUE PUPPET,
THAT'S JUST FINE. SEE, THIS IS WHY
I DUMPED YOU.

NEVER GETS OLD, PLAYING THAT CARD,
DOES In! WELL, GOOD DAY TO !IOU!!

)
44Crion/134-4,.*

"We've all been there, Marcie. The first six
steps are the hardest."
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UM stumbles on first road trip of the season Classic battle in South Bend
By Ryan Clark
Staff Writer
Guy Perron knows that the
power play wins games and his
team had to learn that the hard
way.

Women's Hockey
On Saturday, the University
of Maine Black Bears did not
get off to a
good
Hockey
1
East start as UM
were UNH 4
they
defeated 4-1 by
the University
New
of
Hampshire at UM
3
the Whittemore BC
5
Center only to
lose again on
Sunday 5-3 to Boston College.
"Our players have to play
every night," Perron said.
"The conference is getting a lot
more competitive and we have
to do the same thing if we
expect to win."
For the Black Bears, who
now stand at 2-2-0, 0-2-0, and
are sitting at the bottom of the
Hockey East standings, will
look to improve their record
this weekend when they face
UConn and Northeastern.
In the th.ird period, both
teams were tied at 3-3 until the
Eagles used a powerplay to
take what would be the eventual lead. With 1:07 left in the
third, freshman forward Becky
Zavisa scored a power-play
goal and then added an empty

net goal to help the Eagles
solidify the win.
After both teams exchanged
goals, Boston College acquired
a 3-2 lead after scoring a shorthanded goal with around ten
minutes left in the third.
A few minutes later, the
Black Bears were able to use
the powerplay to get back in
the game. Senior forward
Cheryl White, who scored earlier in the period, tied the game
with less than three minutes
left.
In the end it was the two
quick goals by Zavisa that halted Maine's chances of earning
a split.
The game also saw the
return of Kim Meagher to
Kelley Arena. It was the first
time the Hampden native had
been back to Chestnut Hill
since transferring from the
Eagles last season.
Saturday saw the Wildcats
take a quick 1-0 lead just 16
seconds into the game as
Nicole Hekle and Sam Faber
used a give-and-go to give
New Hampshire the early
advantage. Hekle, the reigning
Hockey East scoring champion, gained possession in the
neutral zone and passed the
puck forward to Faber, who
returned pass to Hekle as she
cut to the right and slipped a
shot inside the right post.
About 12 minutes later,
UNH extended their lead. After
two shots ricocheted off the
post, the Wildcats' garnered
one more shot off the post,

Bears' 1-yard line, junior quarterback Ron Whitcomb was
sacked in the end zone for a
safety that made it 19-0.
From Page 20
UMaine, which hadn't allowed
Freshman Jerron Pearson start- a safety since the 2000 season,
ed in his place but gained just gave up seven sacks in the
20 yards on eight rushes. As a game and had allowed 31 in 6
team, UMaine was held to 28 games this season.
Whitcomb was 14 of 29 for
yards on 29 rushes.
Also out for the Black Bears just 98 yards with two interwas senior All-Conference ceptions.
Hofstra intercepted three
tight end Josh Radulski; the
UMaine offense was out of more passes in the second half,
sync the entire afternoon.
The Black Bears managed
just nine first downs and a paltry 135 yards of total offense,
compared to 331 gained by the
Pride.
After Hofstra got on the
board with an early field goal,
D.J.
linebacker
Pride
Talvacchio sniffed out a Chris
Legree screen pass, pulled it
out of the air and jaunted 40
yards to the end zone to give
Jack Cosgrove
the Pride a 10-0 advantage.
minutes
ten
over
With just
UMaine head football coach
remaining in the second quarter, Hofstra quarterback Anton
Clarkson found wide receiver
Charles Sullivan for a 13-yard one from Legree and two from
touchdown that spotted the Whitcomb and each turnover
Pride a 17-0 lead, a deep hole lead to more points for the
the Black Bears would never Pride. The first two led to
touchdown drives and the third
climb out of.
Clarkson threw for 202 was returned 47 yards to payyards and two touchdowns on dirt by Stanley Gutierrez to cap
the scoring at 44-0.
the afternoon.
It was the second straight
most
our
was
"By far, this
complete game of the season," week the UMaine offense
said Clarkson to New York couldn't get on the board on
the road and the tenth straight
Newsday.
they were shut out in
quarter
brought
The second half
more headaches for the Black Atlantic-10 play.
The Black Bears didn't
Bears offense. After the Pride
downed a punt at the Black score in the second half of their

HOFSTRA

"When it gets like
this, you can't
help butfeel
embarrassed."

Trojans. Star running back Reggie
By Brian Sullivan
which Jennifer Hitchcock
Bush cramping up. The geeked-up
For The Maine Campus
scored from the low slot to beat
sellout crowd near sideline's edge,
Genevieve
goalie
Maine
The Fighting Irish knew the plot just waiting to storm the field.
Turgeon for the 2-0 lead.
And then Leinart, the Heisman
New Hampshire's lead car- before watching film of USC's last
ried over until the second peri- three wins against Oregon, Arizona winner, takes the snap, lurches forward, is stopped, spins: maybe that
od as they used the power play
dancing class is paying off.
ballroom
Commentary
to increase it to 3-0. Taylor colfrom the 200-pound
push
a
With
Jessica
lected a pass from
Zerafa at the left point and State and Arizona. They saw it up Bush,crosses the goal line.
Pandemonium breaks out on the
fired a shot that Turgeon close last year when the Trojans fell
sideline and in the Trojans'fans
USC
stopped, but Durham local behind 10-3 to Notre Dame early in
Silence throughout the rest
section.
halfat
17-10
led
quarter,
second
the
in
Sadie Wright-Ward was
front of the net to capitalize on time and then outscored the Irish 24- of the stadium, as if the hearts and
vocal cords of Notre Dame's fans
0 in the second half.
the rebound.
been removed. What moments
had
from
It wasn't all that different
The Wildcats used the power
was a 31-28 Fighting Irish
before
teams
the
tradwhen
before,
year
the
play once again to increase
their lead to 4-0. Besides gain- ed scores in the first quarter, before lead is now another USC comeback
ing familiarity with the power- the Trojans scored 31 unanswered win.
On a day when Matt Leinart
play, the Wildcats also relied points.
that he was worthy of his
proved
Notre
beaten
had
USC
told,
All
again.
once
on rebounds
With a 5-on-3 advantage, Dame by 31 points three straight sea- Heisman hype, fourth and nine in
Zerafa's goal came when an sons. The Irish were hoping for a Notre Dame territory, the game
initial shot from Wright-Ward twist in the story when they met the hanging in the balance, he lobbed
one perfectly over the back of the
was stopped. Zerafa went top top-ranked Trojans on Saturday.
The question was whether the Irish defender directly into the hands
shelf to an open side of the net.
UMaine's lone goal came ninth-ranked Irish, who came in 4-1, of his Trojan receiver, who then ran
for 64 yards changing the complexlate in the third period as could slow down the 5-0 Trojans.
ion of the game.
subplots:
numerous
were
There
Law
Kelly
tandem
defensive
On a day when the entire country
and Julie Poulin created the Weis,the offensive guru, vs. Carroll,
watching, Irish quarterback
was
his defensive-minded counterpart,
opportunity.
Quinn also did not disappoint.
Brady
Patriots
England
New
former
With the Black Bears on the both
in the pocket all game
improvised
He
winner
Trophy
Heisman
coaches;
pass
a
fed
Poulin
play,
power
to Law whose shot was deflect- Matt Leinart vs. Heisman dark horse long, as well as engineering what
ed as it trickled past New Brady Quinn; USC running back would have been a game winning
Hampshire netminder Melissa Reggie Bush vs. top Irish rusher drive with two minutes left in the
Bourdon to cut the lead to 4-1. Darius Walker; and whether game. A drive that saw him make
"I think we can get better on Carroll's decision to reject instant throws on the run and from the pockspecial teams," Perron said. replay for this game could come et, and was capped by a quarterback
draw to the right for a touchdown.
"We said this weekend that back to haunt him.
The Trojans were trying to Yes the country met Brady Quinn
special teams were key, but we
played two pretty good teams become the first team to win three this weekend, a name to be rememand the mistakes we made we straight national championships. bered.
All told it was one of the greatest
expect to be taken care of on They also are on pace to break several NCAA records, including yards college football games played in a
Tuesday."
per game, 640; yards per play, 8.1; long, long time, regardless of who
and scoring average, 51.6 points. you were rooting for. After that
had won a Pac-10 record 27 game you were simply happy to
They
26-21 loss to Richmond and
have watched. Even though Note
games.
straight
38-2
a
in
their only points
The bad news for the Trojans is Dame came out on the short end of
drubbing at the hand of defending national champion James that Notre Dame has a history ofend- the stick, after playing a game like •
that against the defending champs
Madison came on a safety by ing such steaks.
stock won't drop much, and
their
was
game
actually
the
When
the defense.
The Black Bears will hope played it was one of the greatest col- when it comes time for the BCS
to take comfort in coming lege football games ever played. The bowls,they will be around.
As for USC, they have survived
home next week, but their last five minutes will go directly into
will be their biggest challenge
what
books.
history
the
opponent won't get any easier
Seven seconds left. USC with the until they play Texas for the National
13th
the
ranked
as
Massachusetts Minutemen roll ball inside the Notre Dame 1-yard Championship this January. After a
into town to face UMaine in line. No timeouts remaining for the game like this, they will be ready.
their homecoming game.
The Minutemen will likely
be moving up the polls after
beating 4th ranked James
Madison 10-7 on Saturday.
The Black Bears offense
will be hoping to get back on
track, but it won't come easily
against one of the stingiest
defenses in the country.
The Minutemen are allowing just six points per game,
and 161 yards of total offense
for their opposition.
UMaine will hope to gain its
first A-10 win by handing
UMass its first loss in conference play.
The Minutemen are the only
unbeaten team in Altantic-10
play at 4-0 atop the conference
standings. UMass is 5-1 overall.
rtr
The Black Bears haven't
jutho!..,i.
,
vuLprt
sinly kikt.$
seaseveral
beaten UMass in
e.mu vulcv tu make a
sons and will look to avenge a
difference. Find ynurr cc
devastating 35-34 overtime
moku.te44110oti-w.
loss in Amhearst a year ago.
UMass won the game when
UMaine's Mike Mellow missed
the game tying extra point in
overtime, a loss that helped
end UMaine's playoff hopes.
mil
Kickoff is slated for 2 p.m.
FREEDOM CENTER
at Alfond Stadium.

"That ihite
guy has a good
jump shot.

RED SOX CORNER
By Brian Eshbach
For The Maine Campus

The Red Sox postseason performance was uninspiring to say the
least To put it in better terms: It was
lackluster, pathetic and even disgraceful. Then again,this is coming
from someone who had tickets to
Game 4 of the series, so I'm probably a little distraught in my judgment Unfortunately, there was no
Game 4; the Red Sox couldn't win
a single game. Up until this series,
the Chicago White Sox had not won
a postseason series in 88 years.
All things considered, the postseason sweep of the Red Sox was
not a total surprise. They were playing with a lineup that had recent
trouble generating runs outside of
Manny Ramirez and David Ortiz.
The bullpen was atrocious all year
long. It seemed like many fans knew
deep down that the deck was
stacked against the Red Sox. Unless
the Red Sox had a lot of luck, they
probably weren't going to defend
their championship. What was not
expected though, was a postseason
completely devoid of a victory.
Short of contracting Doug
Eddings to call strikeouts against
opposing teams, the Red Sox are
going to be in for a busy offseason
for pitching. In addition to their dire
need of arms,they have the continuing saga of "to trade or not to trade
Manny Ramirez."
For the critics and fans of Theo
Epstein,it seems like this winter will
prove if he's a skilled general manager or just a lucky one who joined
the Red Sox at the right time for a
World Series championship. There
are several intriguing transactions
the Red Sox could make in this
year's offseason.
The starting pitching ended up a
glaring weakness for the Red Sox in
the postseason. Matt Clement
seemed to have had pitching woes
ever since he was drilled in the face
by a line drive in the second half of
the season. David Wells had a surprisingly effective season after getting off to a shaky start. He showed.
the pinpoint control that has defined
his career, walking only 21 batters in
his 30 starts. The downside is that
Wells is 42 years old, and most
pitchers at that age either retire or get
worse soon.
Tim Wakefield and Bronson
Arroyo, slotted as back-of-the-rotation starters,finished first and second
on the team in both wins and innings
pitched. While it is always good to
sef. the fourth and fifth starters excel,
a key factor in a team's success lies
in its ace pitcher.
Curt Schilling had a rough year to
say the least With a 5.69 earned run
average and only eight games started, Schilling was a big disappointment to a team that was counting on
him. The blame does not fall solely
on him,though. While it was heroic
for him to pitch with an ankle injury
in the 2004 postseason, there are
downsides to that decision.
Obviously, there are reasons why
pitchers do not pitch injured. The
predominant one is the increased risk
for permanent or further injury. It
seems,however,that at this time last
year, there weren't too many people
saying,"You know what? Schilling's
injured and we should bench him in
the playoffs. We've invested in him
for two more years." Most people
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were cheering him on.
Now that Schilling has struggled
this year, probably because of his
ankle, people are quick to forget
what he sacrificed last year.
Obviously, with an aging,
mediocre starting pitching staff, the
Red Sox need to go out and get
another solid pitcher. With A.J.
Burnett and Jarred Washburn likely
on the free agent market, the Red
Sox would do well to sign one of
them. A strong,late season performance by Jonathan Papelbon could
earn him a spot in the rotation as
well.
The defense of the infield proved
a little shaky, especially at shortstop
and first base. Edgar Renteria,
acquired for his defense, made a
shocking 30 errors. Looking at
Renteria's stellar track record of
fielding, Red Sox fans can assume
that he had a rough first year adjusting to a new team and will get back
to his old ways next season.
It appears that Kevin Millar and
Bill Mueller are close to ending their
stay in Boston. Millar and Mueller
are both free agents. After a disappointing year when he lost his starting job, it does not seem likely that
Millar would resign to be a bench
player. Mueller has been consistent
on defense and offense, but with
Kevin Youkilis waiting for a starting
job, there could be a platoon at third
if Mueller does return.
The outfield has a few question
marks with Johnny Damon and
Manny Ramirez. Damon is due to
be a free agent this year, but how
much money does Boston want to
shell out to the longhaired centerfielder? Despite being a fan
favorite, Damon has a notoriously
weak arm in centerfield. If the Red
Sox choose not to re-sign him,to the
chagrin of their fans, the free agent
centerfield crop seems thin. Brian
Giles and Preston Wilson appear to
be the best two centerfielders destined to be free agents.
Will this be the year the Red Sox
finally trade Ramirez? It seems
inevitable that Ramirez will not finish out his contract, which is structured to run through 2008. After a
season in which Ramirez demanded
a trade once again, Ramirez could
end up playing elsewhere next year.
It would be interesting to see what
Epstein could get in return for
Manny. Unquestionably one of the
best hitters in baseball, Ramirez has
been criticized in the past for his
lackadaisical approach to the game.
Also, Ramirez has a monster
contract, making it hard to move
him. Hopefully, the Sox can get a
little more than the midseason offer
they got in Aubrey Huff and Mike
Cameron. If they trade Ramirez,the
Performance of his replacements
will decide if it was a good move.
While it is difficult to predict
what will happen in the convoluted
signing frenzy that is the offseason,
it promises to be an interesting one
for Sox fans. Even if the Red Sox
make no moves at all, there are several prospects that could move up,
contribute, and improve the team for
2006. Hanley Ramirez and Dustin
Pedroia are a few that come to mind.
With a bit ofluck,the winter will
be more successful than the fall was
for the Boston Red Sox.

SETBACK
From Page 20
direct in our play. It was equal
for both teams and they had to
deal with it as well."
The Bearcats scored with 13
seconds remaining in the first
half to seal the victory.
Danielle White, Binghamton's
leading point scorer, had the
game winner on a scramble in
front of the UMaine net. Kelly
Sanders took a quick corner
kick for the Bearcats as time
expired. The ball was initially
headed, batted around and fell
at the feet of White for her seventh goal of the season after ricocheting off a Black Bear
defender.
"It was bouncing around, we
couldn't get it away quick
enough and she got a shot off
real quick out of nowhere," said
UMaine keeper Jasmine Phillips.
White's goal was the first
scored on Phillips in her career,
spanning nine appearances. Her
record dropped to 5-1-1 on the
season and she has recorded five
shutouts.
"Our defense played really
strong like they always do,"
said Phillips, who only had to
make three saves on the afternoon. "We tried to stay really
organized and not let shots
happen often."
The Bears kept fighting and
controlled the game for the
majority of the second half.
Brittany Saisselin had a shot
sail inches over the crossbar on
a direct kick with 14:56
remaining. Less than a minute
later, Heather Hathorn fired a
rocket at Binghamton keeper
Kristie Bowers.
"We put them under a lot of
pressure,"
said
Atherley.
"Their keeper made some big
saves that kept them in the
game."
With just over 12 minutes
remaining, Angela Clark sent a
ball into Erin Corey, who had

CAMPUS PHOTO BY ANDREW GORDON

THE BOOT — Freshman Kim Stephanson rears back to
kick the ball during UM's win over Stony Brook last week.
her shot blocked and MarieMichele Bouchard's rebound
went wide left of the goal on
the ground. Linda Consolante
fired on goal with five minutes
remaining and it sailed just
high of the goal.
the
UMaine
outshot
Bearcats 25-8. Bowers recorded 13 saves for Binghamton,
whose record improved to 8-62 while the Black Bears
dropped to 9-5-1.
UMaine suffered their first
conference loss of the season
and now trails rival Boston
University in the conference
standings, with just two matches remaining.
The Black Bears return to
action on Thursday when they
travel to Burlington, Vermont.
The Catamounts, who recently
improved their conference
record to 4-1-1 with a 1-0 win
o f

Univ er sit y

Maine

over UMBC, return senior
Nikkie Hessney to their lineup
after sitting out last year with
an injury.
Hessney's explosiveness on
offense will be a great matchup for the Bears' excellent
defensive unit. Hessney is
credited with the fastest hattrick in NCAA history when
she rattled off three goals in
the span of 2:22 in 2003.
UVM's Amy Cochran, who
was recently named ECAC
Player of the Week, adds to the
Catamounts' offensive attack.
UMaine will then home for
their season finale against
UMBC next sunday at noon.
The America East conference
playoffs then begin Friday Oct.
28, culminating in the championship match Nov. fifth and
sixth, hosted by the highest
seed involved in the action.
A

t

hletics

Homecoming Weekend Events
Daren Stone
Junior,Defensive Back
Derek Damon
Senior,Forward

Football
Maine vs. Umass
Saturday Oct. 22@2p.m.

Men's Ice Hockey
Maine vs. Alabama-Huntsville
Fri. Oct 21 @ 7p.m.
Saturday Oct. 22@ 7p.m.
action

3‘,4

Women's Ice Hockey
of the
Maine vs. Connecticut Don't miss anl
Sat. Oct22@ 12 p.m.
Maine vs. Northeastern
Sun. Oct23 @ 12 p.m.

Volleyball
Maine vs. Albany
Fri. Oct21 @4 p.m.
The Pit
Women's Soccer
Maine vs. UMBC
Sun.Oct23@ 12 p.m.

Get Your Super Fans Card Punched at All Home Athletic Events

ne sTeam

ackBears.com
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Catching up on a few things
One man's observations on recent events in the world of sports
standout from Quebec netted two Joe Thornton and Alexi Zhamnov
hat tricks last week and now leads and holdout Nick Boynton.
the Black Bears with nine goals on They're 3-3-0 and before Saturday
the season. Pretty impressive night's 5-1 humbling by Dominik
Hasek and the Ottawa Senators
week for the young midfielder.
their offense had been scoring at
team's
football
UMaine
The
*e ot
i
performances have been unimpres- will, even chasing heralded
sive these last two weeks, appar- Florida goalie Roberto Luongo
ently proving that James Madison from the pipes, in a 5-2 win
and Hofstra are better than Thursday.
By Matt Williams
Once they get all the pieces in
Nebraska. The Dukes and Pride
Sports Editor
piled on nearly double the yards place and the players start to gel
I came across some epiphanic that the Husker's offense garnered with their new teammates, the B's
observations during the cathartic from the Black Hole defense as may be one of the most dangerous
experience that was the Black UMaine fell 38-2 and 44-0. Now teams in the NHL.
In the unlikely event you're not
Bears' 4-2 pummeling of Denver 0-3 in Atlantic-10 play, UMaine's
Saturday night.
offense has been shutout for 10 following the America East volleyball race, UMaine has a showdown
straight quarters in league play.
The road doesn't get any easier with defending champion Albany
Commentary
for the Black Bears as this Friday afternoon at Memorial
Is freshman goalie Ben Bishop Massachusetts rolls into town Gym. Binghamton leads each
relaxed or what? The guy didn't fresh off a 10-7 win over JMU for team by a game in the standings,
seem to bat an eyelash as some of the homecoming game next but Friday's match will have an
the most intimidating forwards in Saturday. Here's hoping the Black impact on the Black Bears' bid to
the country barreled down at him. Bears manage to make some host the postseason tournament by
He used every inch of his six foot adjustments and play the spoiler, finishing in first place. It's a fun
Seven inch frame in an impressive but unless the offense gets its act game to watch and UMaine is
debut weekend and certainly won together it could be a long after- exceptional. It'll be a nice warmup before the men's ice hockey
the hearts of the Alfond faithful.
noon at Alfond Stadium.
Don't read too much into DU's
But it looks like it won't be a game against Alabama-Hunstville.
With women's soccer and field
not shaking hands after Friday long time before Patriots fans will
night's game; it was more of a cul- see Pro Bowl linebacker Tedy hockey both atop their respective
ture clash than a showing of disre- Bruschi roaming between the conference standings, America
spect or disgust with Derek stripes again. Planning to sit out East officials could have quite a
Damon's last-second goal. In the the season after suffering a stroke, few trips to Orono planned for
WCHA,teams playing a two game Bruschi now admits that he will postseason play. Opportunities to
host games of that magnitude
set shake only after the series' sec- begin practicing Monday.
ond game, while in Hockey East
Before saying he's not ready don't come along all the time, so
the custom is to shake after every and he's being pressured, know get out in force to support
game.
that Bruschi has been cleared by UMaine's bids to get into the
You just knew Denver was every imaginable specialist in NCAA tourneys.
With all this good news on
going to put one in during the last Boston, one of the world's hubs of
power play of the third period medical technology. It was entire- campus, I'm not even thinking
Saturday night. UMaine's one ly his decision to attempt an inspi- about the collapse of the Red Sox
blemish this weekend was their rational comeback. Could there be and the possibility that they could
inability to stay out of the sin bin, a better story than overcoming a regress into the pre-Pedro days of
affording the Pioneers 16 power stroke to lead a team to an non-competition if the right free
play opportunities. The good unprecedented third straight Super agents aren't signed this winter.
Avenging a national title loss
news is the best penalty killing Bowl? Like Cam Neely's bid to
unit in the country only let them play for the Bruins again, you've and having promise in a lot of
score once.
got to applaud Bruschi's courage other sports is great, but when the
success is great enough to distract
Speaking of scoring, how about for giving it a shot.
sophomore Marie-Andree Canuel
The Bruins have done a decent you from sulking about the Red
of the women's soccer team? The job staying afloat without injured Sox...that is truly cathartic.

UVM outlasts Black Bears
with their attack, we limited them
to only a couple real chances all
game,but other than that we had the
majority of the run of play."
proba
not
was
Creating chances
"It's frustrating to lose this game,
lem for the University of Maine
men's soccer, but executing on them because we feel that we really
played very well," added Mongeon.
was.
•
The Catamounts have frustrated
Despite having more shots in
more than their fair share of teams,
one period than
as the Black Bears found out when
the University of UVM 1
to create on the attack.
trying
Vermont had all
0
Heading into the game, Vermont
game, the Black UM
was ranked No. 18 in the NSCAABears fell to the
nationally ranked Catamounts 1-0 Adidas National Poll and their
in America Fast play on Saturday at defense showed why.
Although UMaine registered a
Hampden Academy.
With weather forecasts predict- blistering 17 shots, UVM freshman
ing rain, the match was moved to keeper Tom Critz found a way to
Hampden's all weather field-turf stifle a Black Bear offense that
instead of playing on the grass of includes Adam Chenault, the conference leader in shots per game. It
Alumni Field.
Although the Black Bears, who was the Ohio native who had
now stand at 2-8-2,0-3-2 in confer- UMaine's best chance of scoring an
ence, had dominated most of pos- equalizer. In the second half, the
session in the first half, it was the senior forward fired a shot a little
Catamounts who capitalized on past the hour mark that narrowly
their chances. More than a minute sailed over the crossbar.
UMaine's loss sends them to the
past the half-hour mark forward
Jordan Crasilneck, who leads the bottom of the America East table
conference with nine assists, found with only three conference matches
a way to put one in the back of the left and hands them their second
consecutive losing season. As of
net.
Crasilneck,the reigning America Sunday, the Black Bears were four
East Rookie ofthe Week,was set up points out of the final playoff spot
on a Halvor Mildcelsen through pass with two of their games being
from the midfield. The pass against the top teams in America
allowed Crasilneck to beat the Fast - the University of MarylandUMaine defense for a breakaway Baltimore County and conference
opportunity on Black Bears keeper leader Stony Brook.
UMaine's race to make the
Chad Mongeon. Crasilneck's shot
stayed low to the ground and beat a playoffs will continue on Saturday,
Oct. 22 as they travel to Baltimore
diving Mongeon.
"Their player had the ball and to take on the Golden Retrievers.
was dribbling at our defense and However, good luck has been on
faked a pass to get himself a little UMaine's side when it comes to
bit of room and then hit a shot to the Golden Retrievers and making
the lower corner which I was the playoffs. In 2003, it was a win
unable to get a hand to," said against UMBC on the last day of
Mongeon, a Vermont native. the season that sent UMaine to the
"Their goal was not consistent post season.
By Ryan Clark
Staff Writer

NE
CAMPUSTHE
CLASSIFIEDS
Services
GOT CONFLICT?
WE CAN HELP!
UMAINE MEDIATORS,
581-2639

r Home Field

Offering Jobs that Work for You!

SPRING. BREAK '06
Now Hiring Reps:
Organize Small Group
6P Travel Free!

$150 Sign-on Bonus
employees hired 9/19-12/31
paid after first 90 days

"Microdyne offers me the
opportunities I need to
advance my career
with the flexibility that
works for my busy life!"
Danielle Jones
5Year Microdyne Employee

Our Permanent Customer Care, Technical Support
& Outbound Sales Positions offer:
-Health, Dental &Vision
Variety of shift options
-Employee Stock Purchase
3x12s
-$7.50-12+
-4x10s
-Mothers' hours 9-3

EOE

Apply in person or send a resume to:
3 Godfrey Dr. Orono,04473
207.866.6017
Emailjobsorono@microdyne.com

Book Early:
Save Big $SS
Free Meals
Best Flights

www.surispiashtours.com
1..800.426.7710

Join America's #1 Student Tour Operator
CANCUN ACAPULCO JAMAICA
BANAIRIlf FLORIDA
7

Sell Trips/ Earn Cash, Go Free!
Now Hiring On-campus Reps

Work From Home
Need an extra $36,000.00
a year? Vending business
for sale. Sell $5000
1-800-568-1281 or
vendingfriends.com
For Rent
Large 2/3 Bed at 112
Bennoch Rd., Stillwater.
Heat, water, sewer
incl. $800.00 per month.
Call: 866-7027
Spacious 3/4 bed at 646
Main St. Old Town.
Heat, water, sewer
incl. $1050 per month.
Call: 866-7027
Large 4 bed at 18
Penobscot st. Orono.
Heat, water, sewer incl.
$1400.00 per month.
Call: 866-7027

Advertise in The
Maine Campus. Call
581-1273 between 8:00
a.m. and 4:30 p.m. to
place your classified
advertisement.
www.mainecampus.com
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Fans furious about CSTV
Campus fails to fix network for DU vs. UM tilt
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
There's no
question that
University of Maine hockey fans had

Commentary
reason to celebrate this weekend, as
their Black Bears swept away the
two-thne defending NCAA champion Denver Pioneers.
Unfortunately, many student fans
inexplicably missed the start of the
party Friday night. It's not that they
didn't want to partake in the festivities at Alfond Arena. Actually it was
quite the opposite. For the first time
in three years,Alfond officials ran out
of student tickets.
A crowd of students lined from
the doors of the arena all the way
back onto the track at Alfond Stadium
were denied entrance to the game
because there were simply no more
seats. Dismayed, the unlucky latecomers filed back to their dorms with
something to take solace in: the
showdown between the Pioneers and
the Black Bears was slated to be
broadcast on national television on
the College Sports Television network, which is actually part of our
lackluster campus television package.
But the fans would have their
hearts broken once more as they
tuned to channel 25 to find a blurry,
frozen picture ofa men's soccer game
with live audio coming in over the
background.
Each other station on the campus
cable lineup was working properly,
and in local apartments and bars
CSTV was coming in clearly.
Why then could UMaine students
not see a picture that was being
broadcast literally less than a mile
from where they sat?
There's no plausible answer for
this, and student atudlary services
didn't return an e-mail seeking comment for this column,so we're left to
guess.
What we do know is that CSTV
had been down on campus late last
week, and remains so.
The
University was aware of the problem
Friday morning, with a national tele-

cast looming, and either could not or
chose not to correct the problem.
I don't know much about television,but it seems ludicrous to me that
UMaine's satellite system couldn't
receive feed from a broadcast originating on campus, or at least tapped
into it
Maybe they figured that anyone
who wanted to see the game would
be there; after all student seats are free
and they hadn't "sold" out for UNH,
Boston College or North Dakota in
the past two seasons.
You can't fault the Alfond crew,
because fire regulations only allow
5,641 people into the place and that's
what attendance was. They even
gave some students who were denied
Friday night early tickets to Saturday
night's game, a great gesture on their
part.
But given that UMaine welcomed
its largest freshman class in a decade
in September, and the extreme popularity of men's ice hockey, the cable
people should've realized that selling
out Alfond was a possibility and had
CSTV fixed. Not doing so was a disservice to students who pay good
money to have cable in their dorm
rooms. Period.
The cable on campus isn't impressive to begin with, denying students
mainstream networks like FX, Fox
News,and NESN. We usually don't
get to see hockey games on TV
because Hockey Fast has a partnership with NESN. When we get shut
out of Alfond and have a chance to
enjoy our team on the tube, we
deserve to be able to do so.
Thankfully,WABI had its proverbial stuff together Saturday night,
and their broadcast went off without
a hitch for those students who couldn't make it to the game.
The Black Bears have three more
contests slated for CSTV coverage,
starting with New Hampshire on
Feb. 3, 2006. Hopefully, SAS will
have the network up by then, but my
advice is to get in line early or make
plans to hit an establishment on
Orono or Bangor, because apparently we can't depend on having the
coverage that the team has earned
and that we deserve to enjoy here on
campus.

Field hockey topples UNH
By Riley Donovan
Assistant News Editor
The University of Maine field
hockey team picked up a big win
on Friday. It
took overtime,
3
but the Black UM
Bears defeated UNH 2
e
w
Hampshire 3-2
when Kim McDonald scored her
sixth goal of the season after over
74 minutes of play.
Freshman Katy Lapage and
senior Kasey Spencer each scored
goals earlier in the game to give
Maine a 2-0 lead, but the Wild
Cats fought back and tied the
game with less than 10 minutes
remaining.
McDonald, who had an assist
on one of the early goals, scored
unassisted just over four minutes
into overtime to give her team the
road victory in Durham.
Rebecca Giroux played the
entire game in goal for Maine and
made six saves picking up the win.
The Wild Cats dropped to 1-2 in

conference play and 5-10 overall.
The Black Bears improved to
3-0 in America East play and 10-5
overall with a 1-0 win over
Dartmouth on Sunday, also on the
road. All three of UMaine's conference wins have been by one goal.
In Hanover on Sunday,
McDonald added another goal, her
team leading seventh of the season. It came just as the first half
came to a close on a penalty corner. Junior Joanna Fernandes
assisted on the play.
Giroux picked up the win, once
again, and the shutout.
UMaine will play yet another
road game on Saturday when they
take on UMBC in Baltimore, in
another important conference
match-up. They will follow that
game up with their final non-conference game of the season against
Georgetown in D.C.
The Black Bears will host
Boston University on October, 30
at home at noon, in a game that
will likely decide the conference
regular season champion. The
Terriers are the preseason favorite.

CAMPUS PHOTO BY LAURA GIORGIO
BUTTERFLY EFFECT — Freshman goalie Ben Bishop, who recorded two wins this weekend, goes down to block the corner of the net as Denver's J.D. Corbin gathers the puck.
Gwozdecky. "As usual, I think they
are going to be one of the contenders
in the stretch run."
At 5:37 of the second period
From Page 20
UMaine delivered their biggest blow
that is going to be unbeatable at when Josh Soares rifled a laser past
Mannino for the 3-1 lead. Soares
home."
Upon the conclusion ofthe series, scored the goal after jumping on a
everyone had the Black Bears' new juicy rebound.
"I thought the third goal was a
goalie on their mind.
"This guy is big," said Leveille. huge goal for them," said
"Everybody was worried about Gwozclecicy."We had been on the ice
Jimmy Howard leaving but he's the way too long on our powerplay and
same caliber as when Jimmy came in we turned it over and they came
down and scored a goal that was posas a freshman."
Whitehead was also encouraged sibly as big of a momentum changer
with Bishop, who picked up his first as there was in the game."
The tally, which came on a 2-ontwo collegiate wins in the Black
1 charge by UMaine, saw Rob
Bears'first two home games.
"He is going to be a heck of a Bellamy snatch an assist. It was
goalie for us. I am very proud of Soares third goal of the young seahow he responded to this challenge son.
for us," said Whitehead.
UMaine delivered the final dagIn the second game, benver's ger at 2:46 of the third period when
undoing came nearly eight minutes
into the decision when the Black
Bears'Keenan Hopson pounced on a
loose puck for a breakaway goal giving UMaine a 2-1 advantage. The
tally came less than five minutes
after the Black Bears had tied the
game at 7:53 of the first period off a
goal by Derek Damon. On the goahead goal, Hopson snatched a free
puck at the neutral zone and sped in
for a 1-on-1 with Pioneer -goalie
Steve Mullin
Peter Mannino. Mike Lundin
received his second assist on play.
Assistant captain
Hopson discussed the goal after
UMaine hockey
the game.
"I was late getting back and I was
behind their defensemen when it got
chipped up to me," said Hopson. their other Hopson registered a goal.
"From there I got a breakaway and I John Hopson. a senior transfer from
Alaska-Anchorage and Keenan's
went five-hole."
The goal coming at 12:10 of the brother, used some smooth stick hanfirst period gave the Black Bears dling to pilfer the net
Denver recorded the last goal of
their first lead of the game, which
the game at 19:34 with the outcome
they would not surrender.
After the game Whitehead put the all but decided. Ryan Dingle notched
game in perspective for the Black the power-play goal, which was his
Bears.
first of the year. Chris Butler regis"Tonight's game was a weird tered the first tally of the game at
game because of the ice conditions 1:52 when he broke free of the
and it was choppy. It's early so let's UMaine defense for an open shot on
not get too carried away," said net
UMaine completed the game 0Whitehead. "Obviously it's a big
sweep for us but at the same time we for-4 on the power play. Denver
have so much work ahead of us."
went 1-for-7, becoming the first team
Bishop garnered 23 saves, while to score on UMaine's penalty kill all
Mannino finished with 17 saves for season.
Friday's game was as much a
the loss.
"The end result was that UMaine spectacle, with College Sports TV
had a terrific weekend, they got bet- covering the revenge match and the
ter and better as the weekend went Althetic Department unveiling a new
on," said Denver head coach George and improved Alfond Arena.

PIONEERS

"If it makes a
statement for
Hockey East too,
that's even better."

Among the additions were a new
concession stand and merchandise
area, an impressive hall offame area
and an attractive display of pictures
from UMaine's past
Like Saturday night, the Pioneers
opened the scoring when Ryan
Hegalson sent a shot over the pad of
Bishop at 8:07 of the first period.
Helgason was assisted by T.J. Fast
and Tom May on the play. And much
like Saturday,the Black Bears had an
answer. However, it didn't come
until the second period.
This time the equalizer saw Josh
Soares notch a mark off a great
Keenan Hopson shot The goal came
at 14:45. UMaine struck shortly after
when Greg Moore recorded the
eventual game-winner going glove
side on Denver netminder Glenn
Fisher. Moore was fed the puck off a
perfect drop pass on the near faceoff
circle from Leveille.
"We came out a little slow in the
first but we talked it over in between
periods," said Soares."We wanted to
start doing the little things, we knew
could play with a team like that."
Soares believe the turn around in
the second period was keyed off the
defense.
"We definitely did get good
Soares.
said
defense,"
"Everybody is questioning our
defensive hockey this year and
even our offense but you know
Bishop is playing well for us right
now, our defense looks great, and
we are moving the puck and getting back in the d-zone, which
creates good offensive chances."
UMaine added three more goals
in the third, the first compliments of
Jan Jankus at 4:34. Jankus got assists
from Mike Hamilton and Bellamy.
The final minute also saw goals
from Leveille and Damon.
Bishop finished the game with
15 saves, while Fisher had 23
saves. It was Bishop's first victory.
"Getting the first win against
Denver is unbelievable," said
Bishop. "The crowd was unbelievable; I had never seen anything like
•
it"
Next weekend,UMaine will stay
put for another homestand, this time
against Alabama-Huntsville.
"I know Alabama-Huntsville is
looking at this series much like we
were looking at this one," said
Whitehead."We got to be very care-•
ful, this is a very dangerous weekend coming up for us, but you know
I think this team will be ready."
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Sweep Revenge
Black Bears pulverize
Pioneers, avenge 2004
championship game loss
By Matthew Conyers
Editor in Chief
Just another weekend at the
Alfond.
Well, not exactly.
On Saturday, before an electric
crowd at the
revered arena,
1
the 1 DU
University
of
5
Maine men's ice UM
squad
hockey
knocked off the
defending national DU
2
champions Denver
4
UM
4-2 to conclude a
weekend sweep of
the second ranked team in the country. The victory coupled with
Friday's 5-1 pummeling by the
Black Bears wrapped up an opening
home series that saw nearly everything.
It was a weekend that had one
ejection, 23 powerplay opportunities, the longest student ticket line
ever and a lingering fog on the ice
surface that just wouldn't go away.
However, the Black Bears had one
important factor on their side:
Alfond mystique.
Some things never change.
"It was a hard fought weekend,"
said UMaine head coach Tim
Whitehead. "It was great to be back
in front of a home ice crowd, it was

really a special crowd. To have a
home opener against a great team
like Denver really got us all going."
Using a resurgent offensive attack
to shock the highly touted Pioneers
the Black Bears outscored Denver 93 over the series. Buoyed by the
steady play of freshman netminder
Ben Bishop, the Black Bears were
able to exorcise some personal
demons from a heartbreaking 2004
NCAA Championship game loss to
Denver.
"There was a little bit of revenge
on our minds," said UMaine assistant captain Steve Mullin. "It definitely feels good to beat a Western
team after all the talk that they were
going to clean up again this year. To
do it in our barn, in front of our own
fans, makes that even much more
special.
"We went out there trying to
prove something for ourselves and if
it makes a statement for Hockey east
too, that's even better."
With the win, UMaine moves to
3-1-0 on the year, while Denver falls
to 0-2-0.
"Obviously beating the back-toback national champions is huge,it's
going to give us a nice boost," said
fellow assistant captain Michel
Leveille. "We want to be that team
See PIONEERS on Page 19

CAMPUS PHOTOS BY STACY ALEXANDER

FISTICUFFS — UMaine's John Hopson tangles with Denver's T.J. Fast during Saturday's
game (above). The student section's fans taunt DU's goalie after a UM score (right).

UMaine `embarassed'against Hofstra UM suffers setback Sunday
By Matt Williams
Sports Editor
The University of Maine
football team went to Long
Island looking to take out some
frustration on
Hofstra UM
the
0
Pride and earn
44
HOF
first
their
Atlantic-1 0
conference win of the season.
They aimed to spoil the Pride's
homecoming celebrations and
keep slim playoff hopes alive.
It was the Black Bears who

would leave Shuart Stadium
spoiled, as they were manhandled by an inspired Hofstra
squad and suffered their worst
defeat in nearly a decade, 44-0.
"When it gets like this, you
can't help but feel embarrassed. That's the only word I
can use," UMaine head coach
Jack Cosgrove told the Maine
Sunday Telegram after the
game.
The Black Bears fell to 2-4
on the season, 0-3 in Atlantic10 play, their worst start in
conference play since the 2000

season.
The Pride defense recorded
their second shutout of the season and their second straight
game without allowing a
touchdown as the Black Bears
were held scoreless for the first
time since a 61-0 loss to
Delaware back in 1995, a span
of 113 games.
'UMaine's leading rusher,
senior tailback Montell Owens,
was held out with a foot injury
and didn't dress for the game.
See HOFSTRA on page 16

By Meghann Burnett
Staff Writer
The University of Maine
women's soccer team hit
Alumni Field Sunday afternoon
trying to keep
their six-game
winning streak BING 1
rolling. On this UM
0
unfortuday,
nately,
the
Binghamton Bearcats had other
plans. The Cats goal at 44:47 in
the first half gave them a 1-0
lead and proved to be the only

scoring of the game.
While the weather conditions
settled down slightly, with only
chilly conditions and a stiff wind
blowing across the field, the rain
that had battered the state the
past few days made the field
conditions less than ideal.
"When you play in a situation
like this, the conditions can
influence your style and things
like that," said head coach Scott
Atherley. "It wasn't a monsoon
but certainly we were more
See SETBACK on Page 19

